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ABSTRACT
This is part two of two performance assessment

resources booklets for Level I of the Intermediate Science Curriculum
Study (ISCS). The two booklets a-re considered one of four major
subdivisions of a .set of individualized evaluation oaterials for
Level. I of the ISCS develcped as a part of the ISCS Individualized
Teacher Preparftion (ITP) program. Each' booklet is a teacher's
handbook io be used in identifying the appropriate performance checks*
qith which to evaluate each student. Each also indicates bow tel §et
up testing situations, correct responses, and give remedial help.
This manual (part 2.) ,covers the, last five units of Level I (6-10) in
;en Chapters. Each unit 'begins with a summary' table that, includes the
objectives and petformance checks of the unit. Imiediately following.
each summary table comes the tulk of rthe resource material for each
*objective- introduced in that unit. Suggetion8 of ways, teachers can
use the manual are also included. (HM)
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FOREWORD

To implement an educational approach successfully, one must match the. philosd-
phy of evaluation with that of, instruction. Thik is particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in..the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achiev.e this match, the task is 1:,"/ no means simple for the teacher. .In fact, without .

specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluation materials as Part of
its individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are designed
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students': progress to the needs of all their students. .

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used 1); sniall groups' of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local schbol environment. °Hopefully,
they will do more than give each teacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to put lAuch
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Perform-
ance Objectives, Performance Assessment Resources, and Performance Checks. .Using
these materials, the teaCher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS program: And the teacher can obtain,
at the moment when they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an 1SCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
, oping an individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings and thus

further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

4

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 415, W.H.lohnston ;Building .

415 North Monroe Street
TallahAsee, Florida 32301
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THE ISCS INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING SYSTEM

The ISCS individualized testing system for each level
major subdivisions:

. The 1TP modules Evaluating and Reporting
Objective Testing,
-2 Performance Objectives,
3. Pet-fin-mance Checks in three alternate forms
4. Performance Assessment Resources. .

A

of ISCS is composed of four

Progress andIndividualizing

, and

Evaluating and Reporting Progress presents a comprehensive overview, withmany.
refinements, for individualizing the.grading and reporting of students' progress, based
on both subjective and objective criteria. The module Individualizing Objective
Testing describes more specifically thme 1SCS evaluation materials which have ob-
je'ctive criteria Ithe pPrformance objectives, checks, and resources and it presents
practical suggestions for their use. These two modules should be considered pre-
requisite to successful use of the other 1SCS evaluation materials.

Each of the Performance. Objectives booklets contains a composite list of selected
measurable objectives considered important to a given level of theISCS program.
However,. many of the long-range goals and aims that are at the heart o the ISCS
.program do not lend themselves to being expressed as measurable performance ob-
jectives. 'Thus, these booklets should not be construed as being all-inclusive anthol-
ogies of all the Elossible learning outcomes of ISCS.

Each of three Perft)rmance Checks booklets contains an equivalcr but alternative
set of performance checks which were developed to assess the stude ts' achievement
of the objectives stated in the Performance Objectives booklets.

-
The Performance Assessment Resources b oklet is a teacher's handbook to be used

in ijlentifying the appropriate performanZie checks with which to .evaluate each stu-
dent. The bookIpt also. indicates liow to set up testing situations, cotrect responses,
and give remedial help.

'
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'NOTES TO THE TEACHER

An Overview of evaluation, including both objective and subjective criteria, is given
in the module Emluating and Reporting Progress. Many asliects of this booklet are
described itl more detail in Chapter 3 of the module Individualizing Obiective Testing.
These,notes are meant to augment, not replace, dhapter 3 of that module: As you,
use this booklet, you will Cegin to see ways to modify its suggestions to meet your
needs better. 'You are encouraged to enter your Modifications at the points where
they apply. Only by 'altering these materials will you evolve 2n: evalatidn system
best suited to your own classroom environment. It is,importgit to remember that
only principles involved ity objective criterion-referenced evaluation are applied in
this booklet. Therefore, you will obviously want to incorporate subjective criteria .

also.

Units and Chapters

There are at least two Performance Assessment Resources booklets for each level
of ISCS. These booklets are divided into units, thus breaking up a single level of the
ISCS program into easily handfed sections of correlative chapters. The relationship
between the units and the Chapters of.Probing the Natural World are shown in Table 1.

LEVEL I

UNIT CHAPTERS EXCURSIONS

1 1 and 2 I thru 3

2 3 and 4 4 thru 8

3 5 thru 7 9 thru 14

4 8 and 9 15 thru 19

5 10 and 11 20 thru 22

1.6 l2'and 11 23 thru,:21

14 and 15 . 29 thru 33

8, 16 and 17 34 thru 39

9 18 and 19 40 thru 44

10 . 20 and 21 45 thru 48

Table 1

As you can see from Table 1, most units include the objectives and performance
checks for two chapters and their reiatea excursions. The individual objectives and
performaRce checks for each unit are to be selected and used when the student has

completed the, entire unit. This delay should ensure that there is no premature
assessment of the student's achievement of concepts and skills which may be intro-
duced early in a unit, but rhieh require development throughout the unit. Thus,
subdividing units for assessment purposes should be done with great care. Keep this:
in mind if you decide to spot check students as they proceed through.units, rather
than conducting a formal evaluation at the end of the unit.,



Summary Table

Each .unit begins with a double-spread "Performance Cheók Summary Table." The
. left-hand page of the "Summary Table" serves as a table of contents for the unit. It'
provides a great deal of infornialion about the objectives pertinent to the unit. Usual-
ly about twenty-five objectives for each unit are introduced for the first time in each
"Summary Table!' A maximum of ten relevant objectives from previous units are

reintroditced.

On the left-hand side of the "Summary Table" is a list of code numbers, each of
which is unique to one objective: within the tevel, Two examples of code numbers
and their meanings are illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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The core objectives first appear in an order that corresponds roughly to the text
development. Exceptions to this ordering were made to place objectivei based oh:,
related processes or content together. Objectives Wased on remedial excursions arq
numbered as'core objectives because they involve skills essential to success in. core
activities. Next are listed the general or enrichment excursion objectives, and these
are,followed by objectives from prior units which. are again considered important to
the :studevV. progress. TheSerepeated objectives are easily spotted, as a capital R."

(for Repkti141) appears after their identifying code number, giving a listing swill as
03-Core-Ille The specific resource aids to be used with repeated objectives are
given in the units designated by the code numIvr (unit j.'in the just-cited example):.,
and the information is not repeatedeach time within the textual material that follows
the "Summary Table." .

Each objective code number is followed by a shOrt descriptive stateMent of that
objective. These short statements were mritten, using the students' vocabulary. They
0ould be helpful in communicating the objectives to the students should yoU'desire

to do So. Ways to involve your students in selecting the objectives are discussed in

the module Individualizing Objective Testing.

4;
The right side of the ``Sumrhary Table" is made up of eleven columns. Letters are

used in the lirst five to designate the characteristics of the performance check; The
letters and their meanings are aS follows: ,

f
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M -'Completing the check requires regular ISCS materials,
An observer shOuld view t e student's performance as he does the check.

P -.Completing- the cheek requir s the use of specially prepared materials.
Q- The answer to the check is of tire quick-scoring variety.
T The check will require more than three minutes z:.f the student's time.

Check marks in the next four columns help the teacher assign appropriate perform-
ance checks to individual students. The first of these columns is entitled."Bpal."
Achieving the objectives checked, in this column is .considered essential to most stu-
dents' sucéess with the total unit. These performance checks may be 'assigned to any
studeni; however, better students will find that many of these Offer little or nO
challenge. -

'Check marks in the columns headed "Math," "Reading," and "C t" indicate
performance checks which require a higher leyel ,of computational skills,.a higher

'reading level, or a greater ability to think abstractly than the performance checks for
i most other objectives. Performance checks which -have nolnarks in any of these

four column§ are considered to be more than ba,§al, but the skills which they require
are within the capability of mOst studenis.

A tenth column liCts the action verb that Identifies the theoretical mental process
required of the student to complete ihe performance check 'for the objective. A
precise definition of .each of the verbs, used to designate mental processes is given in
the odule Individualizing Objective Testing.

Finally, in the eleyenth column, space is provided for notes. Although you will
'find an occasional comment printed here, this space is mainly fOt your notes. It's a
.good place to put any 9ecial instructions -or preparations you have found helpful.

As mentioned earlier, .some objecti)es are repeated objectives ones that have
-appeared in previous units. .When. sueh an objective is listed..again in the "Summary
Table," its. classification as basal or as presenting math, reading, or conceptUal

,.,ficulties is likely to be ditferent. This change, most often derives from a change in
-purpose. The first time a concept- or skill is introduced, the intent may be only to
;introduce students to it. When reintroduced in a later unit, the skill or concept is,
frequently developed and used extensively. Thus, in the "Summary Table" for tlie
earlier unit ;. objectives related to a concept are likely to be classified as cOnceptually
difficult for many students, whereas in the later units, the same objective might be
reclassified as-basal. °

Orgvization of Resources

Immediately following each "Summary Table" comes the bulk of the resource
material for each objective introduced in that unit. Once more,: each objective is
identified by its code number, but this time it appears in bold, black print in the
outer margin directly beside the applicable resource. A pair of horizontal lines
separates the resources for each objective from those for the previous and following
objeetives. When no horizontal line appears at the bottom of a page, the objective is
continued on the next page:

9 )-
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The list iminediaiely following delineates the functions of the varidus component
resources provided for the objectives. Two of the componenttl(Regular Supplies,
Special Preparations) only appear when they are needed for a particular item. Many .
of the performance checks, for.. example, do not require any suppBes, so supply-
headings are omitted. Ohserve the functional descriptions carefully. they.are the
keys to the types of resource Materials provided in the_ Performance Assernent
Resources' booklet.

COMPONENTS FUNCtION

Descriptive Statement -This statement duplicates the one that appears in the
"Summary Table." If you Misread a code number and
find yourself looking at material for the wrong objective,
this should stop you and send you back to the Tablio to
check. More important, it shduld briefly indicate to,you
the basic purpose of the objective:

Objective

\
Regular Supplies

OW Preparations

. v-

\.:".. ,,
,----

Student Action

Performance Check A

The underlined verb in this statement of the objective
indicates the theoretical mental process.that the student 9

will perform. The phrase following it indicates the content
or process skill which the studentmust perform. -A corn-.
plete description of the verbs and theirkpeanings can be
found in the ITP module Individualizing Objective Testing.

This Section. lists any ISCS equipment that the student will

.need. regular equipment that iskeing used in the unit
on whieh the student is being evaluated or in previous
units.

.

Don'i overlook this section. It lists and describes materials
the "teacher mustcollect or prepare in some way. Included
are Special solutiOns, special packaging, and labels required
for materials for evaluation purposes. The section .also
specifies particular grids that the students will need for
graphing.

4

This is a general description of what the student should do
in responding to any of the three performance -checks based
on the objective. It his expected response is to state a gen-
eral principle, it is listed ia this section. If the three per-
formance checks require specific answers, they are pro-
vided below the general statement in the student action.

Performance Check A is fully stated to allow for a quick
review of the statement of the tasks as they are presented
to the student. Performance Checks B and C generally
present slightly different situations or wording but ask

. students tO perform equivalenttasks.

.,
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Remediation

1/4

4

This final section outlines suggested action that can' be
taken if the -fretudent fails to achieve the objective. In some .
of the remediations, the listed steps are sequential; in -

others the steps represent options front which it is sug-
gessted that you select one or two. Some remediations

. stiggest referring the, student to review sections of the core,
ddifig an excursion, or reviewing a self-evaluation question
and its response. .

HOw to Find _It

Locating a particular objective whose munber ,you know is easy. Iust thunlb
through the pages watehing for the unit number which appears in jkaile black print
above the word core or Occursion in'the margins. But suPpose y6u wisli to locate
an objective pertinent a given section or chapter of the texfand you don'eknow
the number. Here is : procedure to follow:- .

0

( I: Deterfifirfe the unit in which the
4
chapter occurs, using Table. 1.

2. Thumb through this booklet until you find that unit number as the
beginning digits of any code 'number appearing in latge black print in the
outer margin.

..

3. Look for the "Summary Table" at the beginning dthat tuiit.
.

, 4. Use the "Summary Table" to determine the number of the objective
you seek. y.

Be Selective

4,6

The resource books for each level contain many."more
. objectives and resoorces

than any one teacher can use. If you add objectives and resources, and .you ptobably
will, your list will expantl further. Thr most successful us& of ? this catalog will be,,
the teacher who picks and chooses selectively to meet the specific needs of his stu-
dents. Therefore, once you are -familiar with this book, it isimperative that you
establish a system of selecting kind assigning checks to the student. Suggestions on
how to establish sucit a system are given in Chapter 3 of the .module Ingividualizing
Objective Testing.

Whatever selection and assignment system yoti devetop, it muSt give due regard to
individual student's differences., For example, if you administer too Many recall'
performance checks to a high-ability student, he will not only be bored but yoirwiN
also fail to assess his progress adequately. Too many difficult items administered to
a low-ability student leads to frustration and reinforcement of the "I knew I couldn't
do it" attitude. eti the other hand, even the best students need their egos inflated
by some questions that they can answer easily. And, the less able student needs to
be appropriately challenged. Be careful, too, of placing too much emphasis on ob-
jectives. This may lead students to place undue emphasis on tests, thus slowing
their progress to the extent that they lose interest in the story line,.



. Assigning Pqfolma ce Checks

How many rformance checks should be assigned to a student? ThiS question has
no fixed answer. The primary concern is that performance Checks provide the needed
feedback to both you and the student; if, in your jOdgriient, evaluating a student dPh

a particular unit is unnecessary, then don't do it. If you' feel 4 student needs to be
evaluated, then assign an appropriate seleetioin of performance. checks. Individt4alizing
Objective Testing makes suggestions about how to do this. In no case should any

, student be assigned all the performance checks or even a. random sampling of them.
Such a practice would subject the student to tasks .which Would- be either unduly
difficult and time-consuming or perhaps too simple for him and therefore meaning-

,
less, time-wasting.'activities.

J

;

You may wish bto specify the equivalent form (A, 8, or.le) of performance checks
that* the student 'should do when assigning the specific performance check numbers,
There is, of course, no difference in their difficulty level. In any case, have the siu-
dent record both the number and the letter of the specific performance checi( he
does. 'These numbers and leiters should appeai- cin his answer sheet,as they will be .

needed to check his response. Since the numbers are unique within each ISO level,
there is no oeed to use a student's time copying the performance checks. Listing
tho number with the response is sufficient, It's a good idea to remind students
fr quently that their answers_must ,go on separate -paper ' not in the Performance

.ks books.

As y ssign checks, keep the supply situation in mind. You won't want too much .
of some equipment tied up in Special Preparations at any one time. To avoid this,
keep abreast of the range of your students' progress and prepare only those materials
you anticipate needing, referving to the P's appearing in the third column on the
right-hand page of the "Summary It ble." Batteries, of course, will need replacement
or recharging oecasionally, and specially boxed Supplies should be checked periodi-

.
catty for missing or nonfunetioning parts.

At the back of Part 2 of the PerforindficeAssesstnent- Resources, you will'find grids
identical to those the students must-use hi' certain performance -checks. The grids at .

the back are suitable for reproduction. You may make ctpies directly, using one of
the well-known commercial copiers. For large quantities at low cost, make a, nfaster
by the thermo process and,ose it to vake duplicates. If you make copies in either of
these ways, your students will not be wasting time drawing grids, and you will feel:
free to assign objectives that need grids.
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Chapters 12 and 13

:Excur§ions 23 thru 27/

'
Performance Chetk .

.Summary Table

I

ObjeOve Number
.

. ., .

,

Objective Description .t . ; . .
. . ,

. . .

. 06-Core-I,
.. .

.

- llememberewhen current .will flow i ,n a cirCuit ,

6. - .
I . , -`

06-Core-2
.

. 1

,. Names the 'substahce which causes-the blue color in a sokition
-. . . .

06-Core-3
.

i . 1 4-
Labels theleddish-brown sOrid on a carbon rod,, ..

. .t . .

06-Core-4 Selects the energy conversion
,
within a charging battery ..-

. -
.

. ,....... .. .

06.:core-5
,..'__. ,. .

Names the formoof energy ifored in a battery .
. .

,

s.' _ *.

06-Core-6 ,Des&ibes the.reaction witrhin a battery during Chartng anldisc rging
...

06-Core-7 . Indicates what makes an ectrical.circuitiddmplete
/ . -.....,i

06-Core-$ i-
. ,

ConstructS a series circibt
-,

06-Core-9-
. ..

Diagrams.a series circuit .
.

06-Core-10
,

.

. ..

Uses the effect of one appliance on another to classify, the connection as series or parallel
44. IF

06-Core-11

_

,
,Diagrams_a parallel circuit

i ' ".
t . ; ,

06-Core-12 ' ..

,I . .

.Constructs a parallel circuit. .

06-Core-13
--,

RecognizeS-the eifect of adding a-resistor to a seriescircuit .
,e-

06-Cote:1.4 41)

, .,
,

Indickes a way to reduce current flowing in a series circuit
.

>-,--

06-Core-15,
:,. . .

. ,
Labels circuit diagrams as serieS or parallel ,. .,

. - "
,,...

06-Core-1 6.. ,

. , . . .

Gives the cause for temperature change irl a current-carrying.teSiStor . .
.,

_

Pi..Coie-17 '' :

, .
.RecogiTizes the effect of a magnet.oh'a 611*k-carrying wire

,

ck.
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Objective Number
, .

. .
_ .

Objective Description .

4?

06-Core-18 Recognizes the effect on the strengt4 of an electromagnet of changing the.number:of loop

.

.

of wire
.

,
.

06-Core-19
. .

Selects characteristics of energy
_

06-Exc 23-1
s

Selects variables which affect the electrical output ola battery
,

. 06-Exc 24-1 Recogniies evidence of chemical changes in which energy is released

06-Exc 25-1 Recognizes errors in measurement

`t:,- -
06.:Exc 25-2 de. a best-fit line between points oni a grid ,

..

06-Exc 26-1
.,

Selects a characteriitic of parallel ciicuits ..

06-Exc 27-1 Indicates the direction`compass needles point when electricity passes through a nearby win
a.- ,

01-Core-8R
r

.

Selects simple electrical systIms from among nonsystems

01-Core-14 thru 1,7R (Arithmetic skills) , . .

01-Cord-181hru 22R (Student's responsibilities)
,

02-Core-13R
.

. . J.
Explains magnetic attraction in terms of force

P
.

. . ,

.
02-core-16R

,

_ .
,

Remembers the.questilkthat opeactional defiffitions answer ,
. .
,

05-,Core-14R Relates friction to temperature change .

05-Core*-16R
. 4,'

1
.

Selects relative amountsof potential and kinetic energy
S. t

' 05-Core-22R : Recognizet the characteristic& of energy'
,

_.
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06
Core

Remembers when current Jill flow in a circuit. or

The student applies the rule that current will not flow in an incomplete circuit.,

Student Action: Responding to the effect that the component ujill.nit be activatt*
.because the circuit noecomplete.

Performilice Check A: Assume that the equipment shown in the diagram below is
all in good working order.

Will the bulb light?
2. Why do you believe the' bulb will or will not 'light?

Battery

Switch

4

Bulb

. ,

Remediation: ( I ) Suggest That the student review Chapter 1 in which the battery
twas involved in several different systems. Discuss the battery-motor-sinker system
and the battery-bulb system. ls the"pathway continuous in these systems'? What
would happen if a test lead were disconnected? Try it! .(2) Refer.. the student to
Self-Evaluation Check 13-1 on page 15 I.

41

Names the substance which causes the blue.coiar in a solution.

,

The student reCalls that the blue 'solution ire used in connection with Chapter 12
.

Ncontained copper.

Special Preparation: Prepare a:bott.le of copper sulfate solution labeled 06-Corc-2..

Student Action: Selectitig "copper."
A: b

B: a
C: c

$

17



Performance Check A: Get the bottle of blue solution labeled 06Core-2. This is the

same.as the' solution you used in Chapter 12. Which material in these solutions was
responsible for the reddish-brown coating on the carbon rod?

a. Water
li. Copper
t. Sulfate
d. Oxygen

Remediation: (1) Discuss the copper plating experiment with the student. What
happened to the *carboim rod when it was Owed in the blue liquid and eleCtricity was
%flowed .to flow Ahrough the circuit? What was the suWance which was coated on
the rod? Where did this substance come from? Check his response,to question

12-15. (2) Suggest that* the student.read pages 145 and 146 if additional review is

necessary.

Labels the reddish-brown solid on a carbon rod.

The student identifies copper aS the reddish-broWn solid on a carbon rod which was
,ocoabted in tHt blue solution during the actiVities in Chapter 12.

Special Preparation: Put a copper-coated .carbon rod in a box labeled 06-Core-3.

Student Action: Naming copPer.

Performance Check A: The carbon rod in box 06-Core-3 was coated with a sub-

stance during the activities done in Chapter 12. 'Name the material that coats the
carbon rod.

Remediation: (1)` See the Remediation for 06-Core-2. (2) You may also wish to

refer the student to Self-Evaluation Check 12-4, page 150.

Selects the energy conversion.within a charging battery.

The student .recalls that Mectrical energy is changed into chemical energy when a

battery is charged.

Student Action: Seleoting tWslaternent "Electrical energy is changed into chemical

energy."
A: d
B.: a

C:

Performance Check A: A car battery is properly Connected to an electric batteiy 7

. charger. Chbose the letter a the sentence below-which describes the energy con-,

version that takes Olace within the battery during charging.
a. Electriol energy ii'c..hanged into kinetic energy. ..

b. Chemical energy is changed into eleetrical energy. '..

'. c. Lighi energy is changed, into heat 'energy:
..d. Electrical energy is changed,into chemical energy.

a y

I 3

06
ore

0



Remediation: (I) Refer the student to Activitx 12-13 in which he examined the
lead strips of his charged battery. Ask him to dekribe the appearance of the kad in
question 12L23. How were 'the strips different after charging from when he made
the battery? What form of energy is stored in the strips? Where does his battery
get its input energy? 'Therefore, what form of energy was put into it?. (2S Have the
student read page 150 for a good summary of energy conversion in a battery..
(3) Refer him to Self-Evaluation Checks 12-1 and 12-2.

)e,

Names the form of energy stored in a battery.,
4

The student recalls that energy is stored in a battery as cA

5.

-
Student Action: Stating that the form of energy is chein

ner

fil.

Performance Check A: In what form is energy stored in a battery?

Remediatioii: See the Remediation for 06-Core-4.

6

Des.cribes the reaction within a battery during chirging and discharging.

The student applies the concepts that charging a battery means storing energy in it
by converting one substance into another and that during dischargingi the reaction
is reversed, releasing electrical energy: .

Student Action: Responding to the effect that charging a battery stOres electrical
energy in it .and- discharging reverses the reaction and releases eleetrical energy.

Performance Check A:...
I. What hiappens inside a rechargeable automobile battery when if is being
charged?
2. When it discharges to the automobile, what happens inside the battery?

Remediation: (1 ) Refer the student to Activity 12-13 on page 14.9. What happened
to the lead sheets inside your battery when it was charged? What do you think hap-

:pens to this coating when your biittery.becomes discharged? (2) Have the student
read page 150,. which describes energy conVei*ion. in 4 battery. (3) Refer him to
Self-Evaluation Check 12-1 and 0-5.

Indicates what makes an electr cal circuit.coMplete..

The student recalls that a complete electrical circuit is one which has an unbroken
conductive path through which electrical current may travel.

, ;

Student 'Action.: Responding to the effect that he must make an unbroken condue-,
tive pathy

.

04



Performance Check A: Luis has a battery, 2 bulbs, and 3 te)t leads. What must he

do to_ make a complete electrical circuit? You may use anagram as part of your
answer.

,Remediation: (1) Discuss Adtivity 13-1, page 154, with the student. In each ar-
rangement you made with the given objects, how did you make the circuit com-
plete'? (How did you have to connect the objects sO that electricity would flow?)
(2) Check his response to question 13-1. Would .electricity flow in a single wire
whiCh is not cOnnected in a continuous pat,hway?

Constructs a series circuit.

.The student applies the rule for constructing a series circuit in such a way that when
any one of the bulbs is removed from the sqcket, the other bulbs go out.

Regular Supplies: 1 charged "D" size lAttery
2 No. 222 bulbs and sockets
3 test leads

Student Action: Connecting the two bulbs in a series circuit.'

Teacher's Note: If properly 'connected, the two bulbs should glow dimly. You Tay

. test the circuit by.removing one bulb; the other.should then go out,

Performance.Check A: Go get 1 chargedflashlight battery, 2 bulbs and sockets, and

3 test leads. Using these materials, connect the twO bulbs in a series. circuit. Show

your teacher what you have done.

Remediation: (1) Check the student's drawing of Figure 13-2 in his Student Record
Book. If this drawing is correct-, simply have him review the series circuit discussion

on page 155, (2) If the drawing is incorrect, suggest that he do Excursion 26, which

provides reinediation on series and parallel circuits.

1

Diagrants a,series cittuit.

The student applies the rule that a series circdit is wired so that electricity follows a
path from one battery terminal through the switch and each of the appliances in 'sue- .

..,

.....,
, rcession, terminating at the other battery terminal.--

`. Student Action: Diagraming a series circui't Which contains a battery and the other,

element's. N& one terininlof any cothlionent Should show Inoie.than one connec-

tion. .

PerforMance Check A: Diagram a-circuit that shows a switch, a battery,'a motor, '

and two light Nibs connected in seties.



.1

Remediation: (1) Ask the student what a series circuit is. Refer him to page 185
and Figure 13-2. If he needs additiOnal review of.svies circuits, suggest that he do
Excursion 26. (2) Also refer the student to Self-Evaluation Check 13-2. (3) When
you are sure that he has a clear understanding of a series circuit, ask him how he
must connect the objects in the check he was given. Have him show you 'his diagam.

06
Cor

Uses the effect of one appliance on another to .classify the connection as series or
parallel.

r
11,

The studeq classifies the wiring (circuitry) as series when one device's ceasing to
operate causes a second device to stop operating and as parallel when'one device's
ceasing to operate does not stop the second device..

Student Action: Naming the correct circuit tyile.
A: I. series, 2. paralle,l, 3. series
B: I. parallel, 2. Series,3,;-,.4erjes
C: I. series, 2. parallel, 3:liarallel

4.

Performance Check A: For each ot the fo1lowinkjs4.:aements, tell whether the elec-
trical devices mentioned are wired in parallel or in series with each other. Write
series or parallel 6n your answer sheel next to, t he nuniber for each statement.

I. Suppose a.fuse (circuit breaker) in a hOuse is removed and that causes the
television set in the living room to go off. How are the fuse (circuit breaker)
and the television wired?
2. A toaster and a light are both plugged into the receptacles of a wall out-,
let. The toast Pops up, and the toaster shuts off. But the light remains on.
How are the toas,ter, and the light wired?
3. Suppose you Wish to roast hieat in an electric/oven. You set the electric
timer on your oven for two hours. At the end of two hours, the.-timer rings
and shuts oh. The oven also.shuts off. How are, the timeratid the oven
wired? .

Remediationr--(1) Question the student to determine his understanding of series and
parallel circtlits, he cannot ,define the two terms, have hith do, or review, Excur-
sion '26. (2)4 th6 student needs-Only 'a brief review of series anl parallel circuits,,,.,
suggest' that he read pages 429 and 430. If time pertnits. have him set up the two
circuits with tWo bulbs in each and.shoW' you the effect of unscrewing.a bul.b in each
circuit. Have him respOnd "to questions 26-12 and 26-13 on page 430:, (3) Reassess,
using an alternate cheek.

t.

Diagrams a parallel circuit.
.9

The student iiipplie's the rule that a parallel cireuit is wired so t'hat the electricity
flows froin..pne terminal of t he ,Ottery through each .of the appliances directly and.
from the 'opposite terniinAcreach or the applianceS back to the other battery ter7
minal. -- ''

11 .c
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Student ActiQn: Diagraming a parallel cireuit containing a battery and the other
elements given. One terminal of eaqh com ent should be connected to 'one bat-
terY terminal and the other battery t ruii connected to each of the other compo-
nent terminals.

Performance Check A: Diagram a circuit containing a battery, a motor, and two
bulbs wired in paraliel.

Remediation: (1) Check Figure 13-3 in the Student Record Book, If he has no idea
what a parallel circuit is, suggest that he do the latter half of Excursion 26. (2) If
the student needs only a brief review, refer him to Diagram 133, page 155, of the
related discussion. Self-Evaluation Cpeck 13-7 will also be helpful. (3) Reassess, us-

1

ing an alternate c'heck.

Constructs a parallel circuit.

Thg student applies the, rule for constructing a parallel circuit so t t whe one or 6
04 of three bulbs are removed from the sockets, such bul remain y lit.

Regular Supplies: 1 charged "D" size battery . ore
3 No. 222 bulbs and sockets

2* 6 test leads
1

1Student Action: Connecting the three bulbs in a parallel circuit,
_

Teacter's Note: All three bulbs should' light at full brilliance. If they are very dim,

either the battery is weak or the circuit is improperly connected. You can check for
the latterby unscrewing one bulb; if the remaining two bulbs stay lit, the circuit is

correctly connected.

Performance Check A: Get the following: 1 charged "D" sizetattery, 3 bulbs and
sockets, and 6 test leads. Using these materials, connect the three bulbs in a parallel

circuit. Show your teacher what you have done.

Remediation: See the Remediation for 06-Core-11.

RecognizeZthe effect of adding a resistor to'a series' circuit.

The.student applies the principle that each resistor added to a series °front, causes
every other.resistor in the circuit to reieiveless electrical energy,

StudentAction: tO the effect that adding an element-Vesistor) to a

series 'circuit reduces the amount oi.electrical energy.received by each resistor within

the circuit.
. .

Teacher'S Note: For purposes of this objective, bulbs and motors are treated as re-
, .

, ,

sistors .
1A 1;

1.

,

1"



Performance Check Ak Look at the circuit diagramed below. Suppose one more
bulb is aaded in series with the circuit, How would this affect the amount of eled-
trical energy the motor and the other bulbs receive?

=:

Switch

0, patter),

Remediation: Suggest that the student ieview pages 156 and 157. Figure 13-4 is
- also helpful. What happens to the amOunt of electrical energy each bulb receives

when you add more bulbs In a series circuit?

Indicates a way to reduce current flowing in a series circuit.

The student applies the rule that increasing the resistance of a series circuit by add-
ing resistors in the circuit decreases the,.current flow.

Student Action: Stating either that adding another resistor in series in the circuit or
that substituting a resistor with higherTesistance for ond already in the circuit would
decrease the flow of current.

Performance Check.A: The amount of current ffowing in the circuit diagramed be-
low can be reduced in several ways. State vile way in which 'the current can be re-
duced but not stopped.



Remediation: (1) Suggest that the student review page 157 fo the discussion of
resistance. How does the brightness of 'the bulb in the series circuit which contains
two bulbs compare with one.which contains only one bulb? Is there a decrease in

current flow in the two-bulb circuit? If the student has difficulty answering these -

two questions, .have him do the activity. (2) The student can also be referred to
Activity 13-8, in which a resisior is used. Check his response to questions 13-33
through 13-35. Have him .dompare'the movements of the coil in Activitiep.13-6 and

13-8. Is there a decrease of current flow in 13-8? Why? (3) Refer- the student to
Self-Evaluation Check 13-5.

Labels circuit diagrams as series orvarallelA

The student classifies each of four cisfluits as either parallel if the diagram shows
more than one pathway from the battkr0Q_ the resistors. or Series if the pathway for
the electricity is shown going to each resistor consecutively.

a

Student Action: Incim the correct circuit type in all four cases.
A: 1 and 3 pdrgllel; 2 .and 4 series.,

B: I and.4 parallel; 2 and 3 series.

C: 1 and 3 series; 2 and 4 L- parallel.'

eerformancetheck A: Each diagram below represents either a 'series Dr a parallel

circuit. On your paper, beside 4he number of each diagam, name the type of cir-
.

cuit it shows.

Diagram 2

Motor

Battery Switch Diagram 3



Remediation: See the- Remediation for 06-Core-I4.

Gives the cause for a temperature rise- in a current-carrying resistor.

The student applies the concept that/when electrical energy passes through a mite-
rial, some of that electrical energy is changed into heat energy.

--r'
Student Action: Responding to the effect that when electrical energy passts through
a resistor, arne of tliat'energy is changed into heat energy.

. 4 .

.

1%

Performance Check A: When electricity is passed through a resistor, the temp.erature
of the resistor rises. What causes this? ..

,fr )
Remediation: (1) Refer the student io Activity 13-2, page 156. What happened toi0the nichrome wire When/electricity passed thr9 h Hie- circuit? What 'characteristic
of the circuit is associated with thiS temperatu e change? (2) What form of energy
conversidn takes place? What form' Of energy is associated with nichrome wire?

VP'

Recognizes-the effect of a magnet on a current-carrying wire.

The student applies the concept that when a current-carrying wire and a magnet are
'brought near each other in a situation .where only onsis free to meive, there Will be
a for,ce between the tWo objects and the free object willlinove.

Student ACtiow Predicting that the free object will move in response .to the force
between t he'lwo objects.

Performance.Check A:, Suppose that compass with its magnetic needle is placed
linder--11*-4iht of an electrical circuit, as shown below. What will happen when the

.,..
swita is- closeil?

Switch

Battery
(top view)

Remediation: (I) Suggest that, the- student review Activity 13-4. (2) Check his
response to questions 1,1-17 through 13-20. (3) Suggest that he read page 160 which
describes the concept of a magnet and a current-:carrying wire'exerting a force on
each other. (4) Refer the student. to Self-EV.aluat ion Checks 13-4 and 13-8. (5) Sug-
gest thatthe student do Elccursion 27..

(



'4116

keucognizes the 'effect on the stren th of an electromagnet of changing the numbor
of loops of Wire.

Tile student applies the concept:that the strength of ao electromagnet varies with the
nulither of loops in the coil Of wire. ..0

Student Action: Stigg that the strength of an electromagnvt varies with the num-
ber of loops in"a. coil of wire.

.
Performance Check A: How does changing the nuw.bc*r of Aps in a coil of %ire
affect itg magneticistrength?

.Remediation: ( I) Nave the student conware the movement of .the wire in Activity
13-4:to that in Activity 13-6, pages 159 and _162. (2) Check his response to clones-
tthns 13-28 and 13-29. (3) How dikil.trt. movement of the wirediffer in the Iwo.
activities'? What taiiSed this increase/in the movement of the wire in Activity 13-6?
HOW could you change the amount 61 wire so as to. get oven greater movement?

,

Selects characteristics of energy.

The studentclassifies.four statements which are offered as general characteristics of
'energy. .

Student Action: Selecting "Energy cart exist in tnore than one form" and "Energy
can be transferred from one system to another" as characteristics of-energy.

410' A: c and d,
B: b and c
C: -a and b

PerfOrMance Check A: Record the letter of each statement below whicWidenlifies

a characteristic of energy. Energy can'.
fa. be measured by speed multiplied by distance.
tb.-be destroyed.
c. ekist in more than one form.
d. be transferred from one system to another.

RemediatiOn: . The characteristics of energy art developed in the context of poten-
tial energy and kinetit:. energy in chapters 8 and.9. (1 ). You may wish to refer the
student to questionS. 9-19' through 9-21 and, to the two paragraphs that. follow.
(2.) In a broader context, 'you can refer to the first two paragraphs of Chap-ter 1 2.and

discuss the answers to questions I 2-1 and 12-2.

Cs

Selects variables which affect the electrical outPut of a battery.

The student classifies the type of metal in the.strip and the type of solution as the
variables affecting the amount of eleArical energy given off by a Vinery.

,

"t

. : .
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1.

!'

.

Student Action:. Selecting the two yariables "using strips made of different Metals"
arid .",using ailifferent 'solution, such as copper sulfate."

A:. a a c
an

C: b and c .

4

,.
J,Performance Cfteck.A:, This -battery, as 'it is. pietured, prodOee, enough elec7
tficity 'to light,a bulb. White' file-letter of any change listed. bc1oW4hich would let
the battery produce more electrical eriergy;

a. Using strips made of different Metals
Using a beakerrather thin a battery ijar

c; . Using ,a different Sollition;such ascopper sulfate
d. .Using a.cardboard,diYidet .4

Ammonium chloride solution

ol

Remediation: /(1), Have, the stuflent review Excursion 23 and his data in Tab1es.23-J
. and 23-2. (2) Discuss the results With him: 'Which metal-strips caused the bulb to

fight? Which caused the motor to-run? Which solutiOn worked best? (j) Check his
response to questions 23-.2 through 23-A. (4) Have tQ student do an..' ernate
check. s 4,-

..

Recognizes evidence of chemical thanges in, which energy is released.

. . . ...

, The student applies the concept that 'chemical thanges in, which chemical energy is
;given off can be identified by the prOduction .of light, heat, electricity,..,bubbles, or

. .

the physiCal scattering of -reactants. . - ,

. ...
Student Action: el,e,ctins the.three entries containing such evidences: i

A, B, and C:. a, b, c , ,
, .4., '

Performance Check A: Chemical energy can be stared arid then changed to other
# forms. Write tlie fetters of anysentences belp.w in which it-is possible to say that the :4,

stated chemical 'energy is changing to other fovms. . ,
. a. The broWn coating on the lead strip in your ISCS batlery dNappeared

when ekctricity 'was -produced. ._ .

b. The zinc Metal strip tinned copper-colored when placed in copper sulfate
,

solution and the solutio4ot hot. -' .

. c., The addition of' glycerine. to .potassium pprignanganate produced light. I
d. :None of those are correct.. ihIP '

%

4
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.Rernediation: (1) Have the student review Excursion:24. -(2) If the student fatted tO

select letter a, ief6r, hiin t Chapter 12.; Actiyity 12-13, pages 149 through 151, for

discussion. (3) If he' railed to select letter b,.refer him-to page.4 I 6 where he did this.:
activity. Cheek his responsivto que§tion 24-11. (4)1f lie failed to select letter c, sug-

. gest that he reyiew;ACtivity 24-2 and que4tions,-.24-18through 24-25.

Recognizes errors-in rneasure'ments.

The student applies the,tonCept that all nieasurements,,no nfatter how precise, are
approximations-and that it is impossible to eliminate errors in measurement.

a
, .

Student. ACtion: Responding in disagreement with the proposition and to the effect

.;.that all measurement's, no matter how precise, are approximations and that it is im-

possible- to eliminate err6rs in measurement:

Perfoemance Check A: Nick measures the weight of a 'beaker, Using a balance like

youtle in, yotit l'CS course. He gets a .weightof 25.0 g. Next he"measures the same

beaker, using a mare precise balance a centigram, or triiile beam.baldate,-as it is,
sometimes called. He ggts a weighr of 24,98 g. Finally, he uses an electrical balance.,

which- gives hirn a weight .of /24.976 g. Nick. says now he knows that the 25.0 g-
Weight: he recorded earlier iS in error and ,that the weight of the beaker is exactly ..

-24..976 g.
I. Do!you agree Or disagree with Nfek?

2. ,Why?.
RemediatiOn: ( I) Have the student review Excursion 25, especially Tahle 25-2.

:Discuss the data in: this table witth the student and- the.errors in measurement in-

volved. Is it pos.sible to eliminate these errors'? Check his response to questions 25-7

through 25,11.:
'A

I.

,
Draws a best-fit _line between points on a grid.

It'

The student applies the concept that a best-fit lin!.,! is a smooth curve with atnany.
points above' as aelow the line. ,

..-

Special Preplirations: Grid,.paper Must be available. y o u may 'wish to reproduce the

.. the grid below with axis labeled and points plotted, rather than have the students do

- the construction. i

Student.Action: Drawing best-lit line.on the grid.

Performance Check A: Luis plotted pOints for data. he' collected 'using a spinigig.

The points were .located as shown on the grid. below. Get srid paper from yOur

teacher. Label the axis, and plot the points as shown below.. Then draw the best-fit

line for the points,

2 8

J

25
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-: .1 - :,Reniediation:,{ 1 i lf" the student can't draw a best=fit line, have him do or review
Ekeursion 5, especially page 305. (2) Discuss Figure 5-2, page 305, with him.
(3) Have him draw the best-fit linefor the checkte was given. .... : '., N n

s

Selects a characteristic of.parallel arafits:
er/

The student applies the pririciple that'parahel Circuits allOw electricitylb folloivany
one of-severalTriWpendent paths. , 9.

d

Student Action: aslical only the response which indicates that electricitY..floWs:
in seVeral Paths.

tiA: d
' B: b

.,
Performance Check A: The electrical outletS in lggy's house are wired'iniparallel.
Write thejetter of the sentence below !hat explains what that means.

a.' The circuit tontains more litit bulbs-than if it .had been wired in series'.
b. The TV, stove, and. stereo will work whether or not they are switched .

on. ,

c.. If the'TV is switched off, tile fan also stops running.
d. The electricity can flow through the circuits in any one of several paths,
e, All o{ the al96ye are correci.

1 0,



-

Remediation: (1)-Suggest that the 'student review. pages 429 and 430 of Excursion
26, iir whiehpArallel.cireUits were introduced. (2)'Cheek his reSpOnsetti questiOns

, 26- 1 6 throUgh 2614.
. . ,., : ' ., .

Indicates Ahe direction compass'needles point When electricity passes through a
nearbY.VVIIN.' . . . . -1-.

.

To, stu.dent applies the concept that the..inagnetic field-around i wire through which

. eleetricity is flowing is A Series'olconcent,ric. circles. . .,

, , .

Student Actiori: graWing;compass needles pointing in,directionS tingential-tO.imag-
ingy. cireles centered on the wire and passing thrOugh their pivots.

Performance Check A:. The following iliagranT'shows aopper wirepassing.through
a piece of cardboard on Which several compasses have been placed. .0n.your an-.
swer sheet, trace the eardkoard and compasses. Then, use arrOws to show. the direc. .

tion the ..cotapass 'needles will wint when the switch is-closed and electricity is; ,

passing through the wire.

1

Remediation: (1) Suggest that the Student review .fxcursion ,27. (2) Cheek .the
student's results for Activity 27-13 and discuss.Figure 27-2 with him,

,

1,

,
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C4pters 14 and 15

Excursions 28 thru 33

".

Performance Check

Summary Table

Objective Number
.

, . .

Objective Description .

, 07-Core-1 s , .

,
Selects a statement as not characteristic of a scientific model .

.

,

07-Core-2
At.t , f .

.

. Selects the correct source of scientific, models '.
..: ,

oe

07,Core-3 : ... Statei twO things done by a goOd sdentific model.- ..

.., 07-Cbre-4
, .. .,

1
.

Selects a thara6ter1Sti(o ' scientific4-bodel . .

-,-
07-Core-5 , :

, . . ,.. ..

Lists three chara eristics atsumecrtrue of the ISCS electropartide model tr,

1

07-Core-8 ". ,, . Traces the p4fh of electroparticles in charging a battery .. ..
i:

.

.

-9\ .

7-Core7 Pecides the uniqueness and relevance.of -a.rri.odel to a phenomenon
.

.,- .

07-Core-8 . '
,. ,..

-Describes the process af charging.a battery
., .., .

.
. .

07-Core-9 `

R ' .,

Uses..the electroparticle model to explain hoW energy gets to.componeras of an electri
./

.- -.
, .

..

. eirCuit
, . 'i'. . .

, . ,. ,, . .

07-Core-10 , . Describes the function of the two poles of a battery .

. :..

07-Core:-11 ','..
0

States the qffebt Wbich.adding a resistor',has on the current in a circuit
. . .

07-COre-1.2 Recognizes the- effect of the amount,sit 'energy per electroparticle on the number o
.. ._ . .

,
--T,

.
-

electroparticles flowing in,a.circuit ', .

.,; ,
07-Core-13

,
A- I

Lists phenomena not explained by'the electroparticle model . .,,

.
,

..

' 07-Core-14
/

,

,,,-
.

.

States the reaSonl.for connecting an, ammeter in series .
t. , .

;
.

.07-Core,15%
- .

States a use of,the ISCS electiicity measurer in series with a circuit.
-,..

-
,

O7-Core-16
. -____

States how units of Measurement cofhe iptobeing
.

. . .

.
11.
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Objective Number.

.

_

Objective Dpscription

07-Core-17
..,-

Describes the battery-charging proceki, using the electroparticle Kodel

07-Core-I8
..

. .

States the name of the standard unit for maturing electrical current
.r :

07-Core-19 Names the unit used to mea§tirealectrical energy carried by an electroparticle
.

07-Core-20 Showshow.to change an ammeter so that it will-measure voltage -

.5'
IS

07-Core-21 -,

.

Makes a s,(oltrneter scale form ISCS electricity measurer .

,
.li ,.

07-Core-22
a

. 1 ,, .

Shows the use of an arnMeter in a constructed circuit
, ...-,

. ,

07-Core-23

_._ ,..

States what reverses the direction of deflection of the pointer on an aleotricity measurer
I,

07'-Core-24 Statet the effect that adding one more series circuit element has.on theenergy received1
,

. -

,.each element in'a circuit' ..
,

.

07- E xc 28-,1,.
..

States the direction,of median of iurface water in waves
. ,

. ,.

II_

A .

07-EXc 28-2

, (
.

Explains the movement-of waves, using.a trdughand cork ,)
,

.

07-Exc '28-3 "...
, -

Explains what makes a good description a good model

07-Exc 29-1
, .

Selects the reason that new niodels are accepted' .

.,

07-Exc 29-2
re"s.

. &
Selects the reasdn for acceptance of a scientific model

,
, .

07-Exc 29-3 - Selects What is implied by acceptance of a model

07-Exc 301
1 :

,. .
Completes

.
a drawn circuit showing wires attracting or repelling each other' ,

07-Exc 31-1 ,

i
Selects the.best description of scientists

.
.

I, ,

07-Exc 32-1.
.,

Decides whether batteries should be connected in series or in parallel
.

4.
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Objective Number Objective Oescription

07-Exc 33-1
. ..

,
Explains the effect of change in Simple parallel ciku its, usi g the electroparticle model

,

,

07-Exc 33-21
.

States the results of adding more batteries to a series circuit ,
.,

01-Core-18 thru 22R
_

(Student's responsibilities) t ,

02-Cbre-16R Remembers the questions that operational definitions answer .

,

05-Core-22R
..

,
. .

.

Recognizes the characteristics of energy .

. . . . .

06-Core-7R
,

, r . .

' Indicates what makes an eletrtcal circuit complete
.

06-Core-8R
. Constructs a series circuit . _

.

,

06-Core-12R

. , _ . . Aa ... . -
Constructs a parallel cirdu it

,
._ ,

.. 06-Core-13R-
,

, .
.

Recognizes the effect of adding a resistor to a series circuit

06-Core-18R
*

Recognizes the effect on the strength Of an electromagnet otchanging the number of loops

'
,..

. of wire . -
.

06-Gbre-1§R- ,

. , 4 . .

Selects characteristics of energy -
.

,
_ ..

, .

.

,

i

r . t
.. .

.
.

.

.

.

.. . .,

. . *...
;,t.

.
.

. . ..- .
. ,
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Selects a statetnent as rfot e.ha.racterisiie of a scientifie model.
s'

,

The student secalls that a model is an explanation whiCh esiablishes a relationship
!within a set of 40,servatio.ns, data, or generalizations by, means of-tOriental or phys-,i
ical picture or a Mathematical equatian.

,

\

-Student Action:, Selecting the statement' "It. is an experimeptal observation" as not-
-Characteristic ofa.scientific,model. . ., c

., '. .

B: d .

Performance Check A elect the answer which is.not true of a scientific model.
a.' It explains Observations. ,

b. It is an experimental observation:
c. It.may in some eases be represented bya physical object or' wsketch.

_It i4 useful. .-..

Remediation: .(1)' Suggest that the student review Chapter 14, pages 171 and 172, .

whefe the characteristics of a good model are introduced, as well *as his:answer to
Self:Evaluation Check-14-2. (2) Discuss these oharacteristicS and the .coneept of a
mental model with the students In Chapter .14, we built a model for electricity.
called the electraparticle model. Can you set electroparticles passing from yOUr
charged battery to ''a bulb? Must you see these .electroparticles in 'order fbr your
model to be good, orcan we say that 'you built a useful mental model based on your
observations of electricity?

.4

Selects the correct source of scientific models.

The student recalls that scientific models are thought up .by men.
.

Student ActiOn: Selecting the entry to the effect that models are thought -up in-
people's minds.

A: d
B:

.
.

PerfornianCe Check A: Select :the best answer, Scientific .models coine into exist-
ence by being

a. 'discovered in naturei.using telescolies,
-. b. foiind among data and pieCed together.

c. extracted from nature, Using Microscopes. 4
d. thought up,by tpen, using their observations%.,

Remediation: (I ) Suggest that the student review pags 171 through 175 in Chap- ..
ter 14. (2) Discuss'building the electroparticle model with hiin (page 174). In.

building this model, one iniagines that the- battery conUiins millions of tiny ele,ctro-
particles. ,Thus, electronarticles weren't discovered*Or found in nature, - no one.has
seen them, but Were create& in the Minds of people.

.



States two things done by a good sciebtifie model.
<

The studen recalls that a .good scientific. 'model (1,) suggests questions, (2) explairls:-..

observations, (3) suggests neW'experirnents, and (4) 'predfets the nature of. the re.--
, . .

sultsof the aew.experiment s.
a

.

Student_AqtiOn:,,,ResPonding with two.of the four .characteristies.abov.e.

Performance Check,A: State two things,a good scientific model does.

t . . ,

Remediation;. (1). Refer the'student to Chapter 14, pages 171 thrOugh 173, Where

the eharaetensttes of a goodscientific model art developed... (2) Also refei him to
,"Seff-Evaluation Check 14-2. .t

4

Selects a characteristic tea-seienti le model.

The ,studen.t classifies the cOincebt%thAt thernodels scieutists.usemay be Idescrthedas
'''Useful rather than as correct.,

;

Student Action: Selecting the statement which descrihes (the model as useful rat,her'..

than as correct.
.

A: c" .
,

A
AN A

,B: d .,
: C: a ,.,..

Performance Check A: Select the statement heloVt% Which best fits your understand-k

ing'of the models that scientists use. A scientific model ..
a. provides correct answers toall scientific questiOns.
b. describes what 4etually.happenS in nature- and therefore is c.:orreet.

t. isnot used because it is Correct, but bOcause it is useful in:explaining ob7

servations and predicting other observafions. "- .

d. cannot be shown to be incorrect.

Remediation: ( I ) Discuss the elec oparticle model With the student. Why is this
model useful? Is it useful because i helps to explain a. set of Observations and en-

ables fo predict things? -Or is.it us ful because we are certain that it is correct.--
we have seen electroparticles in-test lead. and they really do have .hats and three legs.
(2) Such a line a thought as that will eh iinate the choices which indicate that .the
Usefulness-Of a model lies in its correctness d will give strong evioence fOr the right .

choice.. if a student suspects that' "cannot e shown to be incorrect" is thesight
ans"wei disciiss the:item with' him. . Would onc throw out a floor-plan model of a
sehool because a new room was added, or would n'e modify the existing floor-plan

model?

4

;*

:
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Lists,three.charaCteristics assumed true., oi the ISCS electtoparticle model.

Ile student recalls 'that it is aSsurned that electropartides,(1) can be given energy,.
L..

(2) can move froM place to place;(3) can give,up energy, (4) Will move through con-
ductors in a complete -circuit, and (5) will lose all their energy in so doing.

,
Student Actian:,:itteongiwith at 1e4t two of the notions above. I

A ,

'1)erformance Check 'A: The ISCS model for electricity uses the ida of the electro-
particle. List three characteristics that are .assutned to be true 'or the ISCS electto-

- particle.

Remediation: (1) Refer .the student to page 174 of Chapier 14. (2) Here the ISCS
model for electricity is built, 'and the characteristics of tthe thdJ,whih are assutned
to .be true; are listed. (3) If the student has:difficultyin understanaf .)or aCcePting
these assumptions, a discussicrn may help him.. . .

Tra ces Abe path or e lectro particles in charging a battery.

The student recalls that when aniSCS battery is beinicharged, low energy electro-
particles move out'of the.low energy _terminal of the battery, receivelenergy from

li,the charger, and return to the battery through theAgh energy termidal.' ,

Student Action: Describing the path of the electroparticles and exi*ining the cliarg-
,/ing of the battery as outfined abo.ve. 1 .

,

High energy terminal

.;

Performance Check A: The diagram beloW.shoWs an ISCS 'battery charger and'an
^ISCS battery. On your ansWer sheet; degeribe the path through the battery-battery
charger, circuit that We assUme electroparticles fallow.. Tell what haPpens t(i' the
electroarticles at each step.

,
IL

Low energy terminal

44` ti , ,-

Otal i ).........../ ,Y

_..-------

140
Operating battery charger

Remediation: (1) Refer the student to Figure 14-3, page 175, and discuss the dia-
gram with him. ,(2) Take special note of the resulting energy change in the electro-,
particle and in the battery.

1

4



.;

Decides the uni0eness and relevance ()fa Model to a phenomenon.

I

The student recalls that more than one model can 'be inVented to explain the same
phenomena and that a scitntist uses the model which best suits his p o

'Student Action Respotd1n affirmitively aild,witp-the notion of the concept.

iformanai Check A: Can scientists develop..more than one model which can be
,

used'td.:eXplain light? If not, ,why not? If 'so,'how would a scientist decide which
model to use?-

,

Remediation: ( 1 r Discuss building a model with the student; How does one build

a scientific inodel? What is this niodel based on? Could other,Tödels for electricity .

be developed, based on the same set of observatiOtls? (2) Refer the student to pages

I 71: through I ;

Describes.the process of charging a battery.

The student ap.plies theassumptions of the eleetropartide model to the process of
eharging a battery. .

Sfudent Action: Describing the battery charging process, using the ndtion that the
charger gives energy to the electroparticles which then return to the battery and are
stored there with their extra energy.

Performande Check A.: Using- the eleetroparticle. model,...describe the process o
charging a battery. 0

Rernodiátion: (1) See Remediation 07-Core-6. (2) Review the student's response:to..
Self-EvaluatiOn Check .1 44.

Uses the eleetroparticle.model to explain how energy gets to componcnt§'of an. dec-
.

tric!ckcuit.

She student recalls that high energy electroparicles carry energy from the battery to.

a given coMponent;Thive up their energy, and return to the battery as low energy

electroparticl.os, ,

A Student ActiOn: Responding to the effect of the,above.

Performance CheCk A:. Whe,n a charged battery is connected to a light bulb and the

circuit is complete, the bulb lights. Using the ISCS electropartiele model,. explain

how the energy.travels through the circuit and 119w it makes the bulb.light, .

Remediation: ( I ) Refer the student to Figure- 14-4. Discuss this diagram with the
student. A light bulb or ek,ctric bell can be substituted for the motor. Give special
consideration .to the energy changes invAed. (2) Review the student's response to

...Self-Ivalitation Check 14-5.

,1 0



. .

, Describes the lunction"of the two poles of a battery.
4

The studen recalls that outgoing high-energy electroparticles leave the battery from
one Pole and thatreturnnw low-energy electroparticles pass into the battery through

A

Si

1'

,the other pole.
,

Student Action: Responding to tlie effect of the above.

performance Check A:- Tell what happens at the'poles (terminals) of a battery when
there is a complete circuit to a motor. Explain your, answer in terms of the ISCS..
elearoparticle model.

Remediation: See the related Reinediatiecti fbr'07-Core-9.
. '

State; the elle0 which adding a resistor Kitson the current in a circuit..
$'"-;A4.

, 4 .

The student' recalls that a resistor allows Fewes electroparticles to Flow through a
circuit in a given peird'oF time.er .St'udent Action: Responding- thata resistor allows:fewer electraparticles to Flow

othrough a circuit in agiyen time period.

Performance. Check A: Use the elecfroparticle model to explain what happens tathe
current flow in a circuit when a resistor is added.

Remediation: Refer the student. to Figure 14-7 on page 179. Ask him to describe
the difference between the Iwo diagrams. What happened to the FlOw of energy
when the resistor was added? How was the electropartiele diffe'rent alter the resistor
was added that is, what effect does the resistor have on the electroparticle?

Recognizes ihe effect of the amount of energy per electroparticle on the nunther of.
eleetroparticjes Flowing in a circuit.

1

'File student applies the feature of the electroparticle model which assumes that the
ntImber of dectropartieles flowing through a resistor in a circuit in dgiven period or
time is dependent upon the energy of each dectropartide.

Student Action: Selecting the entry which states to tke effect_ that the number of
dectropartides flowing .depenempon the energy of each electroparticle.

A: d
B: c
C: b

46

4
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.,

Performance Check A: A circuit contains a charged battery, an eleetric motor, and
a resistor. Which factor in the list-below deter ines how many electroparticles will
pass Orough the resistor in two minutes if the b ttery has a good charge?

4 ' a. The charge'of the battery 1 #:

b. The size of the electric motor - ,
c. The size of the electropartieles
d. The eneigy Of each electropiirticle

Remediation: (1) Refer the student toPigure 14-8, page 180. Ask the student to
describe this diagram to you. Whys are there more electroparticles passing through
the resistor in line 3.of the figure than in line 2? What causes this increase? What it.
different- about the.xlectroParticles in line 3 from those in line 2? (2) Ask what de-,
termirieS how many electroparticles will pass through a resistOr per unit of time.

. .

Lists phenomena not qxplained by the electroparticle moA.

The student 'recalls at least two of the following phenomena not explained by the
4 t

h 7
electroparticle model: (1).the capacity of4"lectropart4c1es to pass through Solid Wire, .

(2) the capacity of electroparticles to cause a wire to act like a magnet, (3) the abil:-
ity of electroparticles to carry energy,(4) the form of the energy carried by electro-
particles, (5) the source of the energy tliat moves electroparticles, and '(6) the release 4

resistors in the circuit.
. . 13

of differing amounts of emrrgy to ligiven resistor depending on the number and type
of:

,, .

Student Action: Listing the notion of at least two unexplained phenomena such as
the above. .,

Perfotmancetheck A:" List .three things about the flow .of electricity through p cir-

cuit that are not explained the the 1SCS plectroparticle model:

Remediation: ) Refer the student to the list:on page 181 of phenomena not ex-
plained. by the electroparticle model. (2) If the' student is not satisfied with this list,
suggest that he do PxcursiOn 29, which shows how the model is unable to explain all
the characteristic*about electricity., (3) Ask the student to check his own 'response

to Self-Evaluation Check 14-6:

States the reason for connecting an ammeter in series..

The student reciills 114 only in a series circui t will all of the current flowing in the'

circuit flow througl . the meter.

%Student Action: Ic..*.101_c_t,hil to the effect, of the above.

Performance Check A: Whensyou use an ammeter to measure the current received

by &circuit, ydu, must sonnect it in series with the circuit. Why?

Remediation: (1) suggest that -the studelit review page 192 and Figure 1595.
(2) Check his responses'to question 15-9 and to Self-Evaluation Check 15-3. (3) Dis-

. .cuss this figure with the student. Why can..1 an amMeter measure the eurn.!nt flowing
..

A I hrough.tlie bulb when it is hooked up in parallel? .

07
ore

14
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States a use of the, ISCS electricity measurer in series with a circuit..
,

The student classifies an 1SCS electricity meaSurer 40 an animeter.(or. current now
meter) when its resistor is bypassed and it is.in series with a circuit.

Student Action: Responding that the electricity measurer will measure 'current flow
(amperes or electropartieles per second) passing through .the circuit.'

Performance &fleck A: Study the diagram below to determine how...the electricity
measurer is connected in the circuit. When it isconnected in this manner, what does
it measute?

Remediaton: (1) Suggest that the student review pages 184 through 186 in Cluipter
15. (2) Check his response to questions 15-1 through.15-5. (3) It' necessary, discuss
these pages with him. It is there that the use of the electricity measurer as a counter

. of electroparticles is developed. .

States how units of measurement come into being.

The student recalls that a unit of measurement is a matter of definition.

Student Action: Selecting the entry to the effect that a unit of measuretnent is
defined by man.

A: b
B: c
C: d

4 k.3,-
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Performance Check A: Sefeet .thee best answer bglow. Accepted units of measure-

ment come into existence when they are-
a,' found by experience.
b. defined by people.
c. set by nature.
d. experimentally discovered by scien

Remediation: (1) You may wish to have a short discussion on how accepted units
of measurement came aboiit. (2) Excursion 7, which may be used. as a homework

assignment, gives,A background on the development of units for linear measurement
and-also emphasizes the importance of 'standard units: This excursion May prove

beneficial here.

Describes the battery-charging process, using the electroparticle model.

The student generates an explanation for the charging of a battery in terms of the
assumptions of the ISCS electropartichr model.

Student Action: - Describing the charging of a battery and including the notion that
the charger gives energy to'. the electroparticleS which then return to the battery
along a pathway .which must bO unbroken and are stored there 'with their extra

energy.

Performance Chec A: One way to describe electricity is to use the electroparticle

mocy. 'Using model, describe the process of charging a battery.
,

Remediation: (1 ) Ask the student to describe tho electroparticle model for ele"c-'

. ttigity. If he isunabIe to do this, have him review page 174', where the model is'

Introduced. (2) Ask him what happens to the electroparticles when the battery gains

a charge. Nee if he can represent this with a sketch. If not, refer him to Figure, I 4-3,

on page 175. (3) Have him describe this figure to you. (4) Recommend that the stu-

dent check his responses to. SeIf-EvaluatIon Checks 14-4, 14-5, and 14-6.

'States the name of the standard unit for measuring electric'al current.

The student recalls that the ampere is the unit for measuring electrical curreilt.

Student Action: Responding "ampere,"

Performance Check;A: Name the standard unit for measuring elertrical crrent.

Remediation: ( 1 ) Suggest that the student review page 188 of the text, where
ampere is first introduced. (2) Additional review can be provided by checking the

answers to SeV-Evaluation Check 15-4.

7
ore
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07 Names the unit used to measure electridal energy carried by an electropartiele.

The student recalls the volt as the unit for measuring electrical energy carriediv an

coreStudent Actioe Res,pondin'g "volt."

elearoparticle,

19 Performance Check A: What is the. standard Unit tor measuring electrical energy
carried by.an electroparticle?

Remediation: (1) Suggest that the student review pages 08 and 199 where volt is
introduced. (2) Check his response to questiops 15-16 and 15-17 and to Self-.
Evaluation Check 15-6a.

Shows how to change an ammeter so tfiat it will measure voltage.

The .student manipulates an' ISCS elearicity measurer already set.up as an ammeter-
.so that it will tneasure voltage..

".
Regular Supplies: ,

1 electricity measurer with ammeter coil attached and 2 test leads properly
.connected to tertbinals.1 and 2

1 pointer assembly with magnet installed and balance rider attached
F tongue depressor scale (blank) attached by 2 rubber bands to a 1/2 kg mass

1 voltmeter coil

Special Preparations: Set up the equipment assembled as above in a box labeled 07-
\ Core.:20. Try to observe the studeni while he is manipulating the materials. Check

his answer and then, be sure to return the setup to the supply area assembled as spec-
ified above.

Student Action: Replacing the ammeter coil with the voltmeter coil and including
the resistor by disconnectino the test lead from terthinal., 2 and connecti-ng it to ter-.
mina! 3.

Teacher's Note: As no written response is required, an observer must be available to
assess performance on this objective.

Performance Check A: Carefully study the setup your teacher has assembled in`box
07-Core-20. As it is set up, it is An ammeter. Change it into a volttneter. Skow your
setup to your teather...

t

,Remediation:' (1.) Have the student review pages 197 and 198, Activities. 15-3'and
15-4, in. which, the voltmeter setup was introduced to him. (2) You ma)4 promote
discussion of wfiy one must change to' terminal 3 and use a many-turned coil to
measure voltage. What does a voltmeter measure? How do we measure the amount,
of energy each, electroparticle has? When we add this resistor, why 'is it alsb neces-
sary to substitute the many-turned coil for the ammeter coil?

;'



''..Makes'a voltmeter scale fot an ISCS electricity measurer.

The student ,manipulates an ISCS electricity nieasurer to construct a voltage scale.

Regular Supplies:
1 ISCS electricity measurer kit

.4 D-cell batteries in holders
5 test leads
1 blank tongue depressor mounted on a 1/2 kg mash with 2 rubber bands

Student Action: Assembling the.equipment with the zero poiht marked onliongue
depressor when no cells are in the circuit, making additional points on the scale at
the resting points when each additional cell is added in a series with thefirst cetl, and
then labeling the marked points above the zero as 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, and 6.0 volts in

seqUence.

Performance Check A:. Get an ISCS electricity measurer kit, four D batteries in
holders, five test leads, and a blank tongue depressor mounted on a 1/2 kg mass with

rubber bands. Using these materials, make a voltmeter scale for the electricity meas-

urer.

Remediation: ( I ). If a. student'has difficulty with the voltmeter setup itself, see the
Remediation for 07-Core.20. (2) Have him. review.Activities 1545, .1 5-16, and 15-17

for the actual construction of the voltmeter scale. (3) Have the student reconstruct
the scale for. you. Watch for the correct test lead Connections. (4) If his only prob-

lem was in fabeling the scale, .have him reid the voltage printed on &battery to find

the voltage of each cell.

Shows the use of an ammeter iii,a constructed. circuit.

The .student applies th,e rule that ammeters are con etted in series with the current
supgly and the total resistance'and the rule for measuring current flow.

Regular Supplies: 1 1SCS battery
4 bulbs
1 switch
2 motors
7 test leads
1 ammeter complete with scale

Student Action: Connecting the ammeter yorrectly in Och circuit and reporting

bo.th 'of the ampere readings within one of the smallest Subdivisions on the scale.

For circuit A, the ammeter can be inserted in series between any two interconnected
components. For circuit B, the amineter must be inserfed between the battery ter-
minal and the kwitch, between the battery and the first tiulb or between Ate switch
and the first bulb, but it cannot be connected betwesen two bulb.



Performance Check A:
I. Construct circuit A. Close the switph and measure the current flow, and
report your measurements. Show your ammeter hookup to your teacher.
2. Then hook up circuit B. Close the switch and measure and report the
total current flowing in the circuit. Again show your hookup to your
teacher.

Switch Switch

Circuit A Circuit B

Remediation: (1 ) Does the student know how to set up an-ammeter? If not, refer
him to Activities.15-1 and°15L2, page 184. (2) Does he know how to measure the
current flow in a circuit? It' not, suggest that he review Activity 15-10 where he
measured the current flowing through one bulb. Check his response to questfon
15-8. You may wish to discuss this activity with him. (3) Have the student redo the
check. It' difficulty still exists, tying in this performance check wite Activity 15-10
may he helpful. Have him sulntitute three bulbs, in series or in parallel, in place of

. the single bulb in that activity, and then meisure current flow.

7
States what reverses the direction oT deflection of. the pointer on an electricity
measuret,

1

k,

The studeitt applies the, principle that the direction, of deflection ofa pointer can bere reversed on a. meter of that type by reversing The connections of the meter to the
4 circuit. , ..,

Student Actio Responding to the effect that lie would reverse the connections of
the meter to t circuit.



r

Performance Check A: John connects an electricity measurer, closes the switch, and

the pointer moves downward on the scale,.as shown in the diagram below. What can

he do to cause the pointer to deflect upwar0 on the scale?

Battery

Electricity measurer

Switch

Remediation: ( Have the student review Activity 15-2. .(2) If he has nevur had the

benefit of switching the leads to reverse a downward moving pointei, have him do

this activity. .

4.

States the effect that adding one more series circuit element has on the energy

received by each element.in circuit.

The student applies the principle that each r sistor added to a series circuit causes

every Olement in the circuit to receive less &lee rical energy.

Student Action: Stating in effect that less. electrical: energy is received by each

element.

Performance Check A:

BatteN

Switch

Motor



How will adding ohe more bulb in series in this circuit affect the amount vf electrical
energy each of the other bulbs receives?

I.
Remediation: (1) Refer the student to Figure 13-4, page I 57,and the'accompany-
ing text. (2) Refer the student to Figure 14-8, and the two statements above it; If
adding a resistance to a circuit reduces the dumber of'electropartgles that travel in a
circuit and each electroparticle carries energy, what effect will the added resistor have
on the amount of energy available to each circuit element?

.

States the direction of motion of surface Water in waves.

The student applies-the principle that when waves pasi through water, the surface.
water does not move horizontally but moves up and down.

Student.Actidp: Selecting the.; statement indicating that the object moves up and
down in the same generalarea.

A: c
B: a

C: b

Performance Check A: A stoppered bottle with a message inside has been thrown
into a calin-sea by a prisoner on a pirate ship. The captain sees the bottle and tries
to shoot it with the ship's cannon. All he does is make waKes with the cannon balls.
The waves pass under the floating b>tle. Which of the following statements best
deScribes the nififfio'n of the bottle in the water?

a. AwayArpin the ship
b. Towards the ship

A

. C. Up and down in nearly the same spot
d. Impossible to answer unless you know if the waves are.moving away from
or toward the ship

Remediation: (14Have the student review Excursion 28, especially page 445, Figure
28-2. Describe the motion Of elle man and the boat. Did the man move horizontally
.in either- direction? (2) Suppose you tied a long rope to a post and then tied a hand-:

kerchief in the middle of the rope. When you Cause Waves to traliel through the rope
by moving it up and down, in which direction will the handkerchief move, up and
down or back and forth from side to side?

Explains the movement of waves, using a trough anchiork.

The, student applies the concept that it is energy- which jnoves horizontally *in a
wae,.and not the medium itselG

Regular Supplies: I trough or pan 1 pencil
1 cork water

Student Action:. Responding .that therq is no horizontal movemqnt of the cork-
. ter i-i-ytem and with the essence of the concept above.

14.
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Performance Check A: Place 2 inches of water in a water trough, and put a small
cork in theii-middle of it. ,With.a pencil, slowly tap the surface of the water at one
end of the an, creating a Series of waves. Does the cork-water. 'system move hori-
zontally tow*ds ot aiVay from the wave source, or doesn't.the system move hori-
zontally at an? What, if anything, travels across the water's surface?

Remediation: See the Remediation for 07-Exc 28-.I.

Explains what.makes a good description a'good mOdel.

'The student applies the principle that any Ascription is a good model if it exiziains
the observations and can be usedlOr the purpose intended.

tudentAction: Responding negatiVely and stating the notion of' the principle.

Performance Check A: Read the following story. Assume that both persons are
stating correct facts. Zack Zap is training people to operatelight shows. He explains
the theory of series circuits, using the electroparticle model of electricity. This model
Ls fairly simple and explains all the observations his students will make. One of his
students brings in a new book which explains series circuits, using the new, but com-
plicated, electron model for electricity. Would the student be right to say that be-
cause tlie electroparticle model is incomplete, it is wrong and should never be used?
Explain your answer.

Remediation: ( I ) .RevieW the characteristics of a good model on page 172. (2), Ask
the student whether he can name any criteria for a good Model which the electro-

,.

particle model fails to meet.

Selects the reason that new models are accepted.

The student applies the concept that new models and constructs
useful ways of thinking about phenomena.

Student Action: Sclecting the response to the effect that models are
are useful ways of thin mg about phenomena.

A: b

B: c
C: d

are proposed as

accepted if they

Perjormance Check .A: Select the best answer below.. The gravitron, a 'particle of
gravity, is a model proposed to explain gravity. Most scientists will accept the
gravitron model

a. if forces. olher than gravity can also be explained in terms.of.gravitrons.
b. if thinking tihout gravity as tiny particles is useful in explaining gravity.

c. if a law is passed that .gravity can nly exist if it is in the tiny particles
deScribed in the model.
d. only if gravitrons are seen in experiments.



Remediation: (t), Have the student review page 17.2, where the characteristic's of a
good model are presented. Discuss these characteristics with him to see if he can
select the option which matches these characteristics. If he still selects a distractor
option, see if he can defend Ilis choice., This will lead ttothe selection of the correct
response. (2) Ask the student to reexaluate his response to Self-Dialuation Check
14-1.

Ex
29

Selects the reason for acceptance of a.seientific model.

The student applies the concept that skjientific acceptance of a model implies that it
explains obserns made to date but dO6 not imply that scientists feel it to be an
absolute truth or tpat'no other model would work.

Student Action: Selecting- the entry involving explanation of observations, but not
those implying that the model represents an &solute truth. 6I

A: c
B:
C: d

Performance Check A: Suppose that in 1970 nearly all scientists accepted the wave
model for heat. This would mean that

a. they had direct proof that heat traveled in waves.
b. at least a few scientists had observed heat traveling as waves.
c. thinking about heat as though it traveled in Waves explained the obser-
vations-made to that date.
d. heat had the exact properties of a water wave.
c. no othe.r model could fit the observations made to date.

Remediation: (1) Discuss the ideas expressed in Excursion 29 with the student. What.
does this excursion tell him about ,his mOdel for electricity? Do we have direct
proof for electroparticles? Is this the only model.which would (*.lain our obserN.
vations? (2) Review the student's response to Self-Evaluation Check 14-7.

7
Exc
29
3

&sleets what is implied by acceptance of a model.

The student applies the idea that a model needs to he modified to account for new
observations.

Student Action: Selecting the ektry that best States the idea given abo%
A:- b
B: c

C: a

Performance.Check A: Pretend that nearly all scientists accept the electropartide
model of electricity described in Excursion 29. Choose the entry below which best
describes one.of the-things that acceptance implies.

a. Scientists have seen electricity traveling as electroparticles.
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b. The model must be revised to incorporate any new observations, that
don't agree with it.
c. No other model could fit the observatiots made to date.
d.. kt answers all their questions'abont electricity.
e. None of the above are correct,

Remediation: See the Remediation for 07-ExC 29-1.

Completes.a drawn circuit showing wires attracting or repelling each .other.

The student applies the concept .that an attracting force exists between Iwo parallel
wires carrying .eltxtricity in the same direction and that a repelling force exists be-
tween two parallel wires carrying electrieity in. opposite directions.

Student Action: Indiciting the battery'polarities,...
AI . Terminal 4, 2. Terminal 3
B: I . Terminal 3, 2. Terminal 4
C: I . Terminal 4, .2. Terminal 3

I .

Performance Check A: Two wires, A and B, are. positioned as in Diagram [When
the switches'are open. Diagram 2 shows that when the swkhes are closed, wires A
and B will attract each Vther. Suppose that in Diagram 2 iiNhe circuit containing
wire A the electroparticles come out of the battery through terminal 1 and reenter
the battery through terminal 2.

1. Through which terminal in, the circuit containing wire B do the electro-
, particles come out of the battery?

2. Througfi which terminal in the circuit containing wire B do the electro-
particles go baCk in Ulthe battery?

Terminal 1 Terminal 2

.0

Terminal 3 Terminal 4 Terminal 1 Terinal 2 Terminal 3 Te inal 4

Diagram 1 Diagram 2
*



ROOM-8ton: (I) Refer. baCk to Excursion 30, especially question 30-7 on page
456. Did the student answer this correctly? (2) Refer back to ExcursiOn 27 for the
magnetic field around a straight wife. Two adjacent wires would,. have fields like Dia-
gram A below with the current flOwing in the same direction, and like Diagram El be-
low with current flowing in opposite directions.. In magnetic fields with opposini
lines of force, as in 'Diagram A, the wires attract (opposite magnetic fields attract),
and in magnetic fields whose lines of force move in the same direction, as in Diagram
B, the wires repel each other (as opposite poles repel each other). Diagram A is the
situation existing in Checks A and C; Diagram B is that of Check B.

Diagram A

Selects the best description of scientist's.

The student applies the principle that scientists, like other human, beings, exhibit a
variety of .behavior patterns.

Student Action: Selecting the statement tp that effec .

A: c
B: d

C: a

Performance Check A: Which of the following statements is the best descri on Cif
scientists?

a. Scientists all exhibit behavior patterns like Ampere'S.
.b. Scientists are coMpletely different from other people.
c. Scientists' Personalities vary like those of atV.other group of people.
d. Scientists areli group of people who were geniuses even .as children.

.

e. Scientists are so involved With their work that they do not have time to be
polite.

Remediation: .( I ) Discuss. whatis meant by scientist. DetS the student know any
scientists (his science teacher or others)? (2) Encourage additional r ding on the.
lives of scientists.

7
Decides whether batteries should be connected in series or in parallel.

The student applies the concepts that in a series cii-cuit an electroparticle picks up
energy from each battery through which it flows, thus enabling the toy to run
faster but for less time than if it were in a parallel circuit, whereas in a parallel eir-
cuit electroparticles are furnished by each battery independently, causing the.toy to
run more slowly but for 'greater lengths of time than it Would if wired in_ a series
circuit.

StUdent Action: Responding with the notion of the concepts above.,

5j



Performance Check A: A toy manufacturer A/ants tp make two batterY-operated
walking dolls which operate on two Ordinary batteries. He* advertises one doll as
"Walkingfr Wilma she walks slowly, bul she'll Walk., longer than 'any other doll, you
can buy." 'He advertises the other doll as "Running Rowena she runs short rages
faster than any Vier doll made today."

For each doll, state whether the doll's batteries should be connected in series or in
parallel. Explain your choices, using theelectl-oparticle model.

Remediation: (1) Review the results of series and parallel connections on the' pro-
peller in Excursion 32, especially the question's on page 465. (2) Suggest that the
.studept read pages 466 and 467. (3) Retest with an alternate check.

Explains the effect of clange in simple parallel circuits, using the electroparticle
,model...

The student applies the electroparticle model to determine that awe is no change
in the enerkyan elpctroparticle carries when the number of resistors or batteries in

the parallel circuit is changed.
1

Student Action: Stating that with an increase in the number of batteries and resis-
tors the voltmeter reading would remain the same because each cancels the effect of
the other.

Performance Check A: Susie the Snoozing Doll 'operates on twO batteiies connected
jn parallel. The motor that operates her antis and the motor that operates heilegs,
as she stretches can be thought of as two similar resistors. The manufaeturer plans

new, improved Susie who can move her head from side to side. , ThiS movement
will 'require a third motor (resistor). In addition, the nianufacturef plans to add a
third, battery in parallel. Will a voltmeter reading taken on the new improved Susie
be more than, equal tO, or less than a voltmeter reading taken on the older version of.
Susie? Explain your answer, using the. electroparticle model.

Remediation: (1) Check the student's answers to questions 33-3, 33-7, and -33-8.
(2) 'the answers are not correct, have the student discuss Figure 33-1 with you.

. .

States the results of adding more batteries to a series circuit.

The student applies the electroparticlemOdel to:explain what happens to an ammeter
reading when an ,equal number of equivalent resistors are addred to a series circuit.

Student Action: Responding 'that when an equal number of equivalent resistor5 and
..batteries are added to a series circuit, the ammeter reading should stay the,Same be-

cause if more of these batteries are connected in a series circuit the electroparticles
are given more energy, roulting in 'more .gurrent through the-resiStors, and that an
increase in the nunihkr (;Vquivalent resistors conneeted in series decreases the
current in the circuit and therefore the ammeter reading would not change.

5

4.,

1.

7
Exc
33*
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Performance Check A: Wanda the Walking Doll operates on two batteries and motors
connected in serits.,,,,The motor that opaates her arms and the motor that operates
her legs can be thought of as two resistors. °The manufacturer plans a new, improved
Wanda, who can move her head.*This movement will be a third motor the same as
the other two. In addition to the 'motor, the manufactUrer plans to add third bat-
tery in eries. Will an animetemeading Caken in,the newAjoaproved Wanda be More
than, equal to, or less than an ammeter reading taken in the older version of Wanda?
Explain your answer, using the electroparticle mokI.

Remediation: ( I ) Check the student's answers to questions 33-9; 3310, and 33-01 L.61

(2) Discuss Activities 33-4, 33-5, and 33.:6 with the student.
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Chapters 16 and 17

Excursions 34 thrU 39

Performance Check

Summary. Table

Objective Numbilp
, . .

'Objective. Description

-

08-Core-1
is , ..

,
I

,.. Uses the electroparticle model to explain how an ammeter should be connec d
.

08-Core-2
,

1

States the way a voltmeter should be connected in a circuit
..

.

08-Core-3
, . ...... 1

States the procedurelor detecting and measuring voltage in a circuit 0
. ,* .

08-Core-4
.

. .. .,. , -

Designates a meter'S use as an amrrieter or a vciltmker from its connection within a circuit
. .

..

'08-Core-5
..

Calculates electrical energy from given data '
. -

0. .

08-COre-6
.41

.

li

.
Selects the formula for calculating electrical energy in a direct current Circuit-.

b
s

08-Cor6-7 States variables needed to calculate electrical,energy

08-Core-8 , ,

Measures appropriate quantities and calculates electrical energy
,

. . .

08-Core-9 ,

., .

StatesNthe advantages in tecording obsepations as riumbers

08- Cdre- 1 0
8.

Selects examples otelectricity doing observable work

.08-Core-11 . . Oonnects 6.50ltmeter and measures voltage across both.parallel and series circuits
.

08-Core-1 2 Explains whY. the total resistInce of a series circuit is greater than that of a parallel circui

.

.
. of,identital reSistors . .. ... ..

08-Core-13
.

Selects characteristics of parallel and serieS ciraitts,constructed from the same component.: . ., . n, -
,-, -%

..

. 08-Core-14 _

,

.Proposes an operational-;definition for-the energy of abafiery, uSing sPecifjed equipment
.,.

.

08:Exc 34-.1 , .

.

,Selects simple AnalogieS fqr valt,bhipereeand `eloOtroportiele -,s,,- .. \, .

08-Exc 35-1 .
. ,

-:, . .. . ,--

Selects;voiablesrdeterinining the electridal:,0oWer toceiveil by,a bulb
, .

.4-

'08-Exc 35,2.:1 Measures'.voliageancl artiperagg and qlculaiei the power inkd cir.Ouif-.,.. 4.; , '''
... - . , ,

.. . , -

V.
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.Objective Number
. ,...

Objective
. .Desaiption

08-Exc 36-1 Explains, using the electroparticle model, why resistance does nOt vary with voltage an

,

.

current .

II

08-Exc 37-1,
,

Tells what happens if, one magnet in a student motor is reversed

@8-Exc 38-1 Describes an experiment to determine the work done

$

08-Exc 39-1
.

Recognizes factors mdking a scientific task easier
I

01-Core-14 thru 17R

.

(Arithmetic skills), e .

01-Core-18 thru 22R (Student's responsibilities)

03-Core-5R
,.

Measures wori done .

05-Core-13R Compares amounts of input work with output work . .,

.

05-Core-20R

,

Gives examplei of electrical energy's being changed into kinetic energy - .

4

05-Core-22R

.

Recognizes the characteristics of energy .

07-Core-9R
.

16
Uses the electroparticle model to explain how energy gets to components of an electri

. .

. ,.

. . .. .

,

circuit
1 ..

.

07-Core-14R States the reason for connectinip an ammeter in series
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6

USes the electroparticle model to ,explain how an ammeter should be connected. ,

The student applies the assumption of the electroparticle model that an ammeter
counts all the'electroparticles flowing through'the cirCuit.

Student Action: Rcsponding to the effect that only in a series connection will all
the' electroparticles pass through the ammeter.

Performance Check A: To measure the current flowing through a circuit, you must
connect an ammeter-in serles with the circuit rather than parallel to.it. Use the elec-.
troparticle model to explain why.

'Remediation: (1) Refer to Remediation 07-Core-24 or suggest that the student re-
view page 192 and Figure 15-5. (2) Check his response to question 15-9. 3) A dis-
cussion of Figure 15-5, which shows.a bulb ,and an ammeter connected in parallel.

, and connected in series, may be necessary. (4) Ask the *Went to recheck his an-
swer' to Self-Evaluation Check 15-3.

8
States the way a voltmeter should be connected in a circuit.

The student recalls that 4 voltmeter should be connected in parallel with a compo- .

, tient of a circuit to measure the voltage available. to it.0 Sit,dent Action: RespoNing that the' voltmeter should be connected in parallel to
. thd. component. 4

.,.

.
Performance Check A: Suppose you iiiiel to measure the voltage available to a mo-

. tor in a circuit. Hew should the voltmeter be connected5 into the circuit? If you
wish, you may use-ardiagram as part of your answer. ,

Remediation: ( I ) I lave the student review Activity 15-18, in which he measured the
voltage of the bulb, and his response to Self-Evaluation Check 15-1. (2) Discuss
Activity 16-4 with the student, and ask him for the reason this activity railed to give
a correct reading.on the Meter scales. Also ask him how he would change the setup
to get meter scale readings. (3) Che'ck his response to questions 16-6 throsigh 16-8.
(4) Ilave the student review Figure 16-1 and discuss it with you. .

Ais

States the procedure for detecting and measuring voltage in a circuit.

- 'Hie student applies the procedures to detect voltage ( ) connects the terminals of
an electricity measurer (voltmeter) to the two terminals of the device and( 2) notes
whether the meter pointer moves when current i s flowing in- the circuit, which is the
sign that there is voltage. and the procedure to measure voltage which simply-in-
volves reading the %/Ale the voltmeter scale indicated after the upward swing of
the pointer.

Student Action: ReTouding with the effect of the procedures above and indicating
te

_

rin i na 13 anu as tne points to which the vollmeter should Le connected

4



A

Performance Cho& A: Study the circuit telow. Describe how yap could detect and
measure volta0 at the:bulb when the switch is closed. Name any other' piece of
equipment you would. need.. Tell which letters on the diagram show tile places
where the equipment should, be connected.,

, A H

1 II
Battery

Bulb Resistor Switch

Remediation: ( ) Discuss the item with the ,student. 'What piece of ISCS equipment
is used to measure voltage? Which object in the circuit are you to measure the vol-
tage across? Therefore, where must you place the voltmeter? How Would you know
if you were ineauring ahy voitage at all? How would you measure the amount of
voltage? How did you measure the amount of voltage in Chapter 15? (2) Suggest
that the student review his response to Self-Evaluation Check 15-5b..

Designates a meter's use as an aMmeter ot a vsameter from its connection within a
circuit.

The studenfidentifies from given circuit diagrams the electricity Measurer (orineter)
connected in series as an ammeter 4nd theelectricity measurer (or meter) connected
in parallel as a voltmeter.

Student Action: Selecting the function of the meter .and the type of circuitry with
which they, are connected to the main circuit.

A: 1. parallel, voltmeter; 2. series, ammeter
B: 1. series,pmeter; 2. parallel, voltmeter
C: I. serjes, imimeter; 2. parallel; voltmeter

8
re
4
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.

Performance Check A: In the diagrkin below, the meters are correctly connected to
measure current and voltage. Decide for yourself how each meter is connected and
whether it is an amineter- or a voltmeter.. Then, record on your answer §heet the
words in parentheges that best complete the statements below.

1. Meter X is connected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb. Therefore,
Meter X is (an ammeter, a voltmeter).
2. Since Meter Y is ecinnected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb, it is
(an ammeter, a voltmeter).

Switch

Battery;
Meter Y

FL

Meter X

Remediation: (1) If the student does not recall the difference between series and
parallel circuits, have him review page 155 Chapter 13. (2) If the student does
not iecall that an ammeter must be connected in series, see the Remediation for
01I-Core-24. (3), If the student does not realize that a voltmeter must be connected
in parallel with a circuit, suggest that he review Activity 15-18. (4) You may also
wish to discuss Activity 16-4 and ask the student why he failed 'to get both meters to
move in this activity. (5) See the. Remediation ,for 08-Core-2. (6) Ask the student
to recheck hi,s response to Self-Evaluation Check 15-1.

C iStudent Action: Calculating the energy and expresing the answer in newtonmeters.
A: 12 newtOn.meters

. B: 50 newton.meters
C: 52 newton.meters

Calculates electrical energy from given data.

The student applies the rules for calculating electrical energy electrical enqrgy
equals voltage times amperage times time. s.

Performance.Check A: A light bulb receives 0.2 Amperes and 6 volts fqr 10 seconds.
Find the total electrical energy received by the bulb. Show your work; and use the
correct units.

Remediation: (1) Refer the student to page 216 where the formula for electrical
energy is .introduced. (2) Check his responses to questions 16-16 and 16-17 and
Tables 16-1 and 16-2. You may wish to discuss these tables with him. (3) Reassess,
using an alternate check or ask the student to reassess himself with Self-Evaluation
Checks 16-1a, 16-1 b, and 17-4.

6,2



Selects the formula for ealetdating electrical energy in a direct ctirrent circuit.*

The student classifies volts times amperes times time ag the fortnula for calculating
electrical energy.

Student Action: Selecting the entry "VOlts times amperes times time."
A: c
B: a
C: .0 .

Performance Check A: -ChOose the correct answer belOw. What is the formula for
culCnlat ing the total electrical energy supplied in a given circuit?

a. Volts plus amperes divided by time
b. Volts minus amperes plus tirne
c. Volts times amperes times time
d. Volts divided by amperes times time

Rernediation: See the Remediation for,p8-Core-10.

States variables needed to calculate electrical energy.

The student recalls the variables that must be measured to determine .the totl
amount of electrical energy delivered to the components of the circuit.

Student Action: Stating the variables as current (or amperes), battery voltage (or

volts), and time (or seconds).

Performance Check A: BeloW is a diagram of a complete circuit in which 'a bulb is

lit. What three wiables must you measure to determine the total amount of elec-
trical energy t hatlithe .bulb receives?

t."

Battery

Switch Bulb.

Remediation: See the Remediation for 08-Core- Rh

,

A

a.
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MeasureS appropriate quantities and calculates electrical energy.

The student applies the rules for connecting a voltmeter and an ammeter and for
alculating theeleetrical ener0 supplied to one component in a parallel circuit using

the formula voltage times amperes times timeequals electrical energy.,

Regular Scupplies: 1 electricity measurer
1 1/2 kg mass with voltmeter and ammeter scales attached
2 test leads
1 timer

, Special Preparations: Construct three circuits, and store them ip boxes labeled
08-Core-8A, .08-Core-8B, and 08-Core-8C. The circuit 'for 08-Core-8A is as illus-.. ...

. trated below. For 08-Core-8B and 08-Core-8C, replace Bulb 2 with a motor.

Battery

,Student Action: Reportins the measurements and the. calculations within the range
of ±1 nexton.meter by using the electricity-measurer and timer and measuring the .

voltage, amperage, and time.

Teacher's Note: Because the student's battery can becomedischarged quickly, you
may wish to observe the student to be sure that he uses the correct procedures and
that he reads his meter correctly. the first time he attempts-it.

Performance Check A: Get the assembled circuit in box'08-Core4IA, an electricity
measurer, a timer, voltmeter-and ammeter scales, and two test leads. Diseonnect the
battery, charge it, and replace'it in the circuit. Measure how much electrical energy
is supplied to one of the bulbs in the circuit in a fifteen-second period. Report your
measurements and calculations. .

Remediation: (1 ) Ask the, student how he would measure electrical energy. What
pieces of equipment will he need? How, should he connect this equipment? the
student can answer these 'questions, ask him to construct.the circuit asked .for in the
check and connect it both win) the ammeter and the voltmeter. (2).1f the student
can't answer _these questions, refer WM to Activity 16-5 and discuss it with him.
How did he Measure electrical energy in this activity? What pieces of 'equipment did
he use? How were they connected? (3) If the student has difficulty in calculating
electrical energy, suggest that he review page 216. Check hisIesponse to questions
16-16 and 16-1.7 and to Tables 16-1 and 16-2. (4)Nou may wish to suggest that the
student check his response to Self-Evaluation Checks 16-la and 16-1b.



States the advantages in recording observations as numbers.

The' student recalls that .numerical information aids in precise, unainbiguous com-
munication and in data analysis.

Student Action: Responding, to the effect of thosettwo notions.

Performance Check A: Dr. Blades sent his students to the Everglades to colleet data
about birds., Jim and Pat were to collect data on species of birds. Their observations
are shown in the chart below.,

I,
'student

No. of

5,
Oirds

No. of
Nests ,

Eggs
per Nest Food per Bird

No. of Birds
in Flock

Jim :
.

565
I!
300 2 to 4 about 1 lb of

insects per day

4
4 to 6

Pat lots
,
kits, average

..

lots of insects small

For what two reasons do scientists prefer the kinds Of observations Jim made?4
Remediation: (1) Discuss with the student the observations made in the chart. Ask
him what the words lots, many, small, and few tell us. When we say lots, do we

mean 90 out of 100' or 800 out of' 1000? Therefore, why do Scientists prefer to use
numbers to communicate observations?

SeJects exampleS of' electricity doing obstrvable work.

The student classifies situations in which electricity does observable wOrk.on the
basis of evidence of/a force being applied through a distance because of the applica-

tion of electrical energy.:

Student Action: Selecting those examples in which electricity 'does observable work.

A: b, d, e
b, e

C: a, c, e

Performance Check A: Electricity is use&to do many things. From the list' beloi,'

,select only those situations in which electrical energy does work which you can ac-

tually observe. Electrical energy
.a. heats a burner' on afi electric stove.
b. operates a mixer.
c. oPerates a radio.
d. operates a fan.
e. operatesan electric lawn mower.

Remediatio' n: (1) Ask the student what observable work is. If the student cannot
antWer this question, refer him to Chapter 5 and ask him to give an example of an



activity in which observable work is being done. (2) Stress the question, "How is
observable work done in this activity?" (3) Suggest that the student redo the check
afterlle 'has a good understanding Of observable work. (4) Look atSelf-Evaluation .

Checks 16-3a and 1.6-3h.

Connects a voltmeter and measures voltage acToss both parallel and serieg circuits.

The student apPlies both the rule that a' voltmeter,should 'be 'connected in parallel
with circuit element and the rule for measuring voltage across a. circuit.

Regular Supplies: 1 2 test leads 6 bulbs and sockets
2 switches 4 motors
2 student. batteries 1 .electricity measurer (vojtmeter)

Student Action: Installing the volttheterin parallel to the circuits and reporting the
voltage across each circuit correctly to within ± 1 volt.'

Teacher'sNote: You or someone you designate is needed to check that the student'.
has constructed the circuits correctlys.installed his meter correctly, charged his bat-
tery, and measured the voltage properly.

Performance.Check A: The diagrams below are of two electrical circuits labeled ..

C'ircuits A and B. Get a voltmeter mid the materials to construct the circuits. After
constructing the circuits as shown, measure the ,voltage acrosS each entire circuit.
Record the voltage, and show yoUr setup to your teacher. Be sure your battery is
charged before y.ou make your measurements,

Battery Switch

Circuit B

Battery:1, Switch

Remediation: (1 ) Does the student knovhow to connect a volt eter into i circuit?
If not, see the Remediation for 08-('ore-2. (2) It. the student kows that the volt:
meter Must be connect* in perallel but does not knOw how to nfake the konneaion
in the circuit, discus Activity 1 5-1 8 with him. Then suggest,tliat he substitute the
two or three bulbs or motors .as illustrated in the c,hecks in place of the one bulb
shown in the text-. (3) Have him consiruct the circuits and 'measure his voltagq

. b'



Explains why the total resistance of a series circuit is greater than that of a parallel
. .,.

circuit of idehtical resistors.

, .
The student applies the goncepts that the'currtnt must pow Itvough all the resistors

_in a series circuit, Nyhéreas-parts of the current flow through 'each of several independ
ent paths within a parallel circuit.

.

Student Action: Responding, that the -e.ircuit.. witth, the resistors in series tras.more
total resistance than the circuit with the resistors in parallel because in a series cir-

'cuit th e. current must flow through. all reSistors, whereas.parts of the, current-flow
through each of several independent paths in the parallel circuit.

;

Performance deck A. Circuits A and B are shown. below. Each contains one ISCS
battery and four resistor's connected by test leads. HoweverSireuit A has more

'total resistance to current flow than Circuit B. All of the resistors in.both circuits
are the.same. Why does Circuit A hive moretotal resistance thancircuit B?

Circuit A

Battery Switch'

Circuit B

8

Switch

Remediation: (1) Does the student reeall the differe4ce betweeh.a seri4 and a. paral-

lel circuit? If mit, refer him to page 155, .Figures 13-2 and 13-3, or to Excursion 26.
Suggest that,tlie student review page 157 wherelhe concept of resistance °was

introduced.. (3) Discuss Figure 13-4 with the student. Ask hint what happens to
'the brigIttneSs of the bulbs (to the resistance) when more bulbs ate .added in a series

circuit. (4) Check his response toquestions.13-9 and 13-10. (5) Why would the

bulbs. be of, the same brightness in a parallel circuit? (6) Ai this.point, (he discus-

sion can return to the check in question. How are the bulbs.shnilar to the resistors
in the checks? Why does, Circuit A ave,mdre resistance to flow than Circuit B?
(7). Suggest that the student. check his responses to Self-Evaluation Checks 15-3 and

15-7 for review.

Selects characteristics of parallel and series circuits constructed from the same coin-

. ponents.
t,

'De student classifies multiple-resistor circuits according to the flow of current
th.rough the resistors and the total resistance to current flow.

,



Cor
13

, .

Student Action: 'Selecting alternatives which intlicate (1)-that in the series circuit, .

the current flows through.all riesistOrs one. after another alid (2) that tthe tot41 resist-
ance to current flow is greater in the series circUit.

A, B, and Cr 1. All resistors one after another, 2. 6reater than

Performance Check A: Circuit A and Circuit B below both have identical cornpo-
nents, but they are connected differently. Select the phrases in parentheses which
best complete the sentences.

1. In Circuit A, the current.flows through (each resstor by a separate path,
all resistors one-after,vother).
2. In Circuit A, the total resistance to current flow is (les than,' greater
than) the euirent flow in Circuit B.

43k

Switch .

Cir'CLiit A

Battery

Circuit B

Remediation: See the related Remediation for 08-Core-I 2.

Switch

Proposes an operational definition for the energy of a hgtery, using specified equip: -

ment. ,

The student. generates a procédare for detecting the energy of a battery, based on an
example of a battery-motor-sinker system..

Student Action: Stating, an operational definition which include's the deteeti8n of
energy by observing the work it does (or the movement of the sinkers) and meas-.
uring either_ (I) the total distance that the battery (motor) lifts A fixed numtvr, of:.
sinkers before it stops lifting or (2) the number-of Ainkers the battery (motor) can'
lift a skeified distiince.
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Pefformance Check A: Operationally define\ bqtter.y. energy, usins.. the :equipment

shown' below. .(Hint:-. Remember thafari "op6r.ationaldefinitiCiil allsivers4(va* sr 1.0.

tions.)
... ..A .7.,.1.7

e.
. I.

;1, " '

e. 41;,f,iik t".

fly .. : -'.'...,
. , 0

,. {4 7 , ...1.74: :, ..7. -. :
b

: Remedigion: (1)...Does.,theigtudent reeolf. what 'oh:Operational definition is jf not,
suggest that he review the key questions to ask 1:then building an ..opera,tion4t-defi,..1".'

toition, found-on page:23. ,(2)-When...the student t a'clett(-Akter§tariaing..aillje.ra-
..-tfonal definitions,'.20- if he -cap. '§uilcl..One-fOr'.the:energY-tif the battery, using the:

tWo kerqilestioth; (3) : If he .'stili lia dirficUltel refer-thiM to.. page-14.::.Where the;:

thre,c ,oPerokional .defillitigns for the influence- -drAie,...t.xtery are piesented, Ask-

hitn hoi:elich:of these ihree..opelailonadermitions.satisfieg the kwo key.questioos...
one inusi ask when buildin4Onopenitionaldefinition. n( .....',::.' .. , .: -.L. . -- !i -. , ..;

-

.9
. .

.

Selects simple analogies for 1,4, drntbere; and ekctropartick.

The'student. asifies;a'voltahriiinpere; and' .an electroparticle .iri terins of .a' Model .
which Uses the transportation of canned. goods:" '-

, . , ". .

Student Aotton:. Ma.. t(1iti the number of. cans .a. person could carry, With a Volt, "the

num.ber of cans being;:put Obvim,pey,titne 'unit :Witt). an .artfpere, eta Ate: nlimber Of

persons available to moVe the conS At an,electroOltrticle. '

. ..
A:. .1 .. c, 2Aba 3. 't

,
i.., '--.

B: 1, h",-"' (11. 3. a .

C: I. 0, 2,., d, 3. zi...
6,

,. . . i .,,
,.

., .
1 . -.. ... 4 .

Performanbe Chek.:;041c. In the folloWing nrobiein, let quart 0;.ins'of oil stand .for ener.7.
.. ,...._ . y . .., .

.
g,Y, -being supplied..Trom ono location tO aifother. Affer the number of each'question;:;,:,..

.writtthe'letter Orthe statement below which answer's irbest '. . . --,, . ..,
:

Imagine that a large .nuniber of quart cans of.Number 30 motor oil ire to.'be te- , , .

.. .
Moved from a warehouse and stocke'd 41'a trinik outside the warehouse:.

I ,,... yhich pert of the operation.is most like oupeetrOPortiere ...

2. Which parl of the operation is.inost like ONO?
3.. Which part of the Operatioh is most like an lunpere?, . .,

- .

4.
z '

,.
.



Ie.. .

.: .:.. a...the 1610 h (.4 e ktsOn iVork's -
_
tim a

.. ..
b. Thti -dull) ber 'or ethts a' petson can, catry.fai onglime....-
c., The nuni:CoLp.ersons available.to moVe the L.ans

, _. ,r .1

11 T-hc.quality of Jhe oil ,..
, . ,.,

C. Titi; ifumber of cans put on the isuck"per hotir

, .
Aimiadiation:. (I) Check ihe,student's answers toquestions 34-.8 and 344 (2) Sug-

geSt that ..he'leview page-188 where the term ampere is first introduced. (3.) Suggest
. 2 Int he reyi'ew page." 9,9 ,where the terni Polt is introduced. ,

,

. Selects variahles determining the electrical power received by a bulb.

The: student applies. the principle that electrical power is a function of the voltage-
_ . .

-and the current. .
.

tudent Action: Selecjing those items which include current or voltage or both..
.a, b

/ B: c,.k! .
C: d,

.
.

Elerformance Check A: There is .a floor lamp next to lggy'S favorite reading chair.
Record the letters of-all:of, the variables in the list below, which affect the power
received by the lculbvhen it is turiled on.

a. jhe voltage reading zi'r the'lamp is 1%?_0 volts. ,

. b. ."the current flOWing thropgh the len p is one ampere..
c.... . Thivb!Pb,re16.ases.20 calories of heat pet. minute'.

The bulb isa sat-white. bulb.
.e. There are two other light ed;100-wat t bu it 19 the'room.
f. The bUlb has just been_ turned off after burning for two hours.

Remedration:- ( ) Chec'V'the ali'Swer to questioli-'35-8. (2). If the concept of power
is nip clear, check the.anSwers to questions 35-3. 35-4, and 35-5.

,
.

Measures vOltage andThmperage and calculaq!s the pow,er in a circuit

The tiltlent applies the rules that voltineters are connected in parallel to Itliht circuit,
..that zunmeterS are'comieeted in series to the circuit, and that power is the product of

A.vo4tage thiies.ampe.rage, ,.,

Regular Sup1lli4.: filSCS batti!ry 2 motors
7 test leads 2 assembled electricity measurers
3 bulbs switch

- . 1 %
. . .. ,,

, StUdeni Adion:- Measurhig the voltage to within A I volt and the amperage to within
' 44 ±0i .2'amperes and.calculating 1 he power correctly from his measurements.

. -

. Teacher's Note; You;or a person designated by you, will need to check the student's
setu pAnd procedures for diagnoMic purposes.

0

.4



V

:-Performarke Check A: Set up the circuit .shown in the. diagram. Be sure you use a
freshly charged battery. Then connect orie elec'tricity measurer 'as an ammeter and
the otht r. as a voltmeter to measure the current flow and voltage of this' circuit. Cal-
culate the power of the circuit. Record yOur answer, laid show it to your teacher
before -you dismantle yoursetup. . .

Oaten/

P.

Yr

Bul))

Remediation: (1) It: the student hooked 1.ip the circuits corrcktly but did not.know .

how to calculate power, see the Remediation for OS-Exe 35-1; ) t: he had difficalty
connecting the electricity measurer, refer to the Remediation for Q8-Core-4 and that .

for OS-Core=11. .

Explains, using the electropartiele moeel, 1.yhy resistance dots not, vary with voltage

and' current. 1

The student applies the electropartiele model to explain that the resistance of wires

of the same kind, size, and length Is the same when the voltage and the ctirrent.both
increase.

Student Action: Responding that the number of electroparticles passing through the

wire increases and the 'energy of each electroparticle also increases, causing no change

in the voltage-current ratio.

Performance Check A: The wires in Tessie the Tumbling Doll are all made of the

atnc thickness of copper. The resistance of the wire is 3.ohms when the voltage is

9 volts and the current is 3 amps. 'A different model of Tessie is identical except that

more bat teries are required, thus producing more yoltage and current... What. wOuld

you expect the resistance of the wire to be in this version of Tessie; more than,

equal to, or less than. 3 ohms'? Explain your answer, using the electroparticle model.

Remediation: ) Check the student2s answer to question 36-5. ( 2) 1( the concept is

not clear to him, discuss Activity 36-1 with him.

xc
3 6

1

11,
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08
Exc
37
1

Tells what/happens &one magnet in a.;s:tudedt %motor is reversod.
: . , . p

- -. .. . 1 .
,

. .

The student applies theconcept hat the.N-pctie Qf orte magnct and the S-pole of the
other (or one-QQ- end .and 'dit jthed end) must be positioned near the coils to
attract and repel the motor lirni o that it is under ";constant mag,netic force and re-
volves.

Special Preparation: Obtain one student-built motor and place it i a box labeled
08-Exc 37-1.

Student Action: Responding that the moior will not make a complete' revolution
because reversing ode of the magnets will cause that magnet to repel the motor arm
coming toward it and attract the motor arm moving away from it.

Performance Check A... Get the b6x *led 08-Exc 37-1. What will happen if the
taped Magnet is turned so that its taped end is away froin the coil? Explain Stour
answer.

0

Remediation: Suggest that the student review questions 37-7 through 37-10 and the
parmaphthat follows on pages 492 and 493 of Excursion 37.

Describbs an experiment to determine the work done.

. The student tipplies the principle that work is ealculatecl by multiplying force tittles
the distance the force is applied.

Student Action: Responding to the effect that he would make measurements of
force and distance to calculate the work. .r

Performance Check 'A: Phyllis the Physical Fitness Doll has a mOtor inskle her which
causes her to move her arms up and 'down, lifting.a weight. Describe what you Nuld

.

iwed to know in order to determine how much work the toy's motor can do in two
minutes.



Remediation: ( I ) Determine if the student has considered using an instrument to
measure,fdree and an instrument 4o measure distance. (2) Discuss with the student -
the procedure he will,follow in order to obtain his measurements.

Recognizes factors making.a scientific task easier.

The student identifies thosefactors which make hiS scientific task easier than that of

'explorers.

Student Action: Statiqg the notion of at least one of the following; factors activi-

ties that have been pretested to be sure they afe'sale, safety tips, experimental de-
signs written out for him, equipment that is aviilable, models that have been sug-
gested, and the accumulated body of scientific knowledge,s. as factors which make

his sOientific task easier.

Performance Check A: In ExcuMion 39, you.ykre told: "You have learrfed about
electricity from activities like the ones in thv textbook without too much trouble.
It was the explorers who hlid a hard time." What helps have you had that the ex-
plorers did not have which makes your learning about electricity easier than theirs?
You may refer to Excursion 39 to answer the question.

- ,
emediation: Discuss one of the examples given in Excursion 39 to elicit the lack
of or advaitaws of thesc factors in the work of the scientists.



Chapters 18 and 19

Excursions 40 thru

Performance Check

Summary Table

Objective Number Objective Description .

09-Core-1
f--1

'
d' .

Fills an air piston with a specified.amount of waterI .

09-Core-2 ' 1 .

Indicates the correct volume of liquid.in an air piston
.._

09-Core-3
1

.

Relates temperature increases to volume change

09-Core-4 Selects the material most sensitive to temperature change.
.

. _ ..
. .

09-Core-5 Explains why different standards.for scales are possible

09-Core-6
. .

Recognizes siyations requiring standard units of measurement

09-Core-f Names the standard unit used by scientists and in ISCS for measuring temperature

09-Core-8\ States the significance of 0°C and 100°C
.

\p9-Core-9
.

Measures the temperature of a substance in Celsius units
.

.. .
. .

C9:Core-10
.

Describes how a liquid thermometer works
. .

,
.

06-Core-11
. /

Explains why heating'a jar lid causes it to loosen. l'
,.

..

09-Core-12
,

. .

. Gives an operational definition for the change in the heat content of liquid water
.

09-Core-13 .. Calculates the calories required to change the temperature a given number of degrees Celsius

09-Core- 14 Relates the amount of heating tO the amount of water heated and to the temperature

\
.

. ,:

.

.change

09-Core1 6 States what a thermometer measures .. ,

.
i*

09-Core- 6

I.,

Selects the standard unit used in ISCS for meOuring heat
._ .

09-Core- 7, Lists properties of heat which support the heat-substance model ,
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Objective Number
-

..
. .. .

Objective Description
,

09-Core-18 Selects characteristics of heat compatible with the heat-substance model

09-Core-19
,

Defeatd an argument that cold, not heat, flows between objects.
0.

09-Core-20 Recognizes the reactions of metal to heat and cold
t

09-Exc 40-1 Selects ppoperties which would not be desirable in a liquid to be used in a thermometer

09-Exc 41-1 Compares degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit 4
......

09-Exc 42-1
I

Defines calorie in terms of water
,

09-Exc 43-1 Compares the calories the body needs in cold weather to those it needs in warm weather
,

09-Exc .44-1 Relates specific heat to temperature change

01-Core-14 thru 17R (Arithmetic skills)
.

01-Core:18 thru 22R
T '

.

l(Student's reponsibilities)

02-Core-2R . Explains the need for standard units for measurement

02-Core-20R Recognizes that a parfis missing on measuring instruments

/,

02-Core-23R Remembers characteristics of a standard for measurement

03-Core-21R
,

Predicts data from 'a graph ,

_
. .

07-Core-1R Selects a statement as not characteristic of a scientific model

07-Core-3113 States two things done by a good,scientific model

08-Core-9R
Ir

States the advantages in recording observations as. numbers i
,

.

,

. ,
.
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41.

Core

Fills an air piston with a specified amount of Water.

The .student manipulates the air "piston in such a way as to Till it 'with :a sPecified
amount of, water.

Regular Supplies: 1 air piston
water

Student Action: Inserting the tip of the piston into the water .and moving the
plunger so that its front edge is on the specified mark (Ai unit) and the chamber
is cApletely filled with water and contains no air bubbles.

Teacher's Note: You or .someone designated by you will need to be available to
check each student's performance. v .

Performance Check A: Fill the air piston with water to the 2.0 ee mark. Then show
the air piston to your teacher.

Remediation: Have the student practice using the air piston. Direct him to fill the
air piston with water to different points you designate. Have him show you his pro-
cedure, and help.him if difficulty arises.

09
ore

Indicates the correct volume of liquid in an air piston.

The student manipulates a 'partly-filled air piston to read its scale.

Special Preparations: Partly fin one 6.0 ee air piston with liquid, and put a cap over
the end to prevent the liquid from accidently being spilled. Place it in a box labeled
09-Core-2.

Student Action: Re rtin the volimie of liquid in the air piston-accurately-to-with--
in ±0.1 ee.

Performance Check A: Box 09-Core-2 contains an air0 piston parçly filled with a
liquid. Look at the air piston, and record the volumeof liquid in it.

1

Remediation:. ( I ) It' the student doesn't know ,how to use an air piston, see the
Reniediation for 09-Core-I, (2) If he doesn't know how to read the scale on the air
piston to the nearest 0.1 ee, suggest that he do Or review Excursion 6, from which he
will get praetieein reading kales.

09 Relates temperature increases to volume change.

The student recalls that increase in the volume of a substance is generally coinci_-_,
Coredent with a temperature increase.



Student Action: Selecting the optio,n. which indicates that the volume increases.

A: a ,

B: b
C: d/

Performance Check A: Which of the following Will result' froln increasing the tem-

perature of water?
a..The volume of the.water in.creases.
b. The mass of the water changes.
c. The water glows:
d. The water changes to iodine.:

fl

Remediation: ( ) Suggest that the student review page 236 where he proved that

adding heat to water increased its volume:. (2) Check Table 18-.1 and his responses

to questions I 816 lind I 8-7. (3) If necessary, discuss this activity with him.. ,What..
happened to the water inside the air .piston wheiL it was heated? Did this also hap-

pen when another liquid was substituted in Table 18-2?

3

Selects the material most sensitive to temperature change.

The student applies the concept that a gas has a greater increase in volume when
..

heated than a solid or a liquid.

Student Action: Selecting the gas as the best-expanding substance.

A: a
B: c
C: d

Performande Check A: A company needs to design a device which will show very

tiny changes in temperature and will have l he temperature marks on ,the scale widely

spaced. 'If 'you had to build such a device, what would you use for 'the:expanding

substance in it?
a. Carbon dioxide

ht.

b: Wafer
c. Iron
d. Plastic

Remediation: ) Ask the student which substance shows the greatest expansion

when heated a solid, liquid, or gas. If the student can't answer this question, refer

him to pages 236 and 237 and Tables 18-1 and 18-2. (2) Ask the student What is

.. asked for. If he fails to'see that what is wanted is the mostyxpansive substance, dis-

cuss the item with him. Which substance would allow there to be wide spaces be-

tween each temperature mark to indicate small changes in tem peratnre? If ntwessary,

use the iagram below.

700 710 72° t

11

1. . t'
'I
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Explains why different standards for abalesire possible.

The student applies the concept that it is possible to have different scales based on
different definitions to measure the same phenomenon.

Student Action:, Responding to.the effect that it is possible to measure the same
phenomenon with different scales based on-different definitions..

Performance-Check A:- As shown below, a Fahrenheit ancla. Celsius thermometer
scale "have different numbers to indicate the freezing point Of water. Explain why
the freezing point can bg represented by two different numbers.

Freezing point

Remediation: (1): Yon may wish to discuss the characteristics of good standards of
Measurement with the student.- These were introduced at the end of Chapter 3:
(2) Do'. the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales both satisfy the characteristics of good
standards of Measurement? Have people .agreed to use them?. (3) Can he recall other
differing scales which are used to measure phenomenon? You might discuss the
centimeter-inch and gram-pound scales.

Recognizes situations requiring standard units of measurement.

The student applies the rule, that to be standard, the units of measurement must be
agreed upon.

Student Action: Responding to the effect that a standara or an agreed-upon unit of
measurement is necessary.



`1

Performance Check A: Mrs. Collins went 'to the store to buy a piece of rope: She
wanted 40 pinkies (40-little-finger lengths) of the rape. A young clerk measured the
rope With her pinkie. When Mrs. Collins measured the rope,using her_own pinkie,
it measured only 38 pinkies. Feelitig that she had been cheated. by the clerk who
nieasured the rope, she werg to the manager Of the store and complained:. What is
hecessarY to avoid such confusion in the 'future?

Remediation: (1) Is the body part a standard unit of measureMent? What are the
characteristics for a good standard of measurement? (If the student does not recall
these, suggest that he review the end of Chapter 3, kginning at page 3Q.) Is the body
part,. therefore; a good unit of measurement? Why not? (2) What would have to be
done to avoid the kind of confusion described in the check?

Names the standard unit used by scientists and in ISCS for measuring temperature.

The student recalls thedegree Celsius asthe standard .unit used by scientists and in.
...ISCS for measuring temperature.

Student Action: Naming "degree Celsius."

Performance Check A: WI-IL is the standard unit used by scientists and ih ISCS.for
measuring temperature?

Remediation: Suggest that 'the student review page 241 where the degree Celsius
unit is introduced.

States the significance. of WO and 100°C.

The student recalls that at 0°C, water freezes and at 100°C, water boils.

Student Attioq: Stating that at 0°C, water freezes and at 100°C, water boils.

Teacher's Note: This objective Assumes sea level pressure. In soMe locations, stu-
dents will find that water boils at a lower temperature, as the boiling paint of water
decreases roughly at .the :rate of 1°C per.1000 feet Of elevation. Thus at Denver,
Colorado, water will boir at 95°C. The freezing .Point of water also varies with pres-

sure changes, but 'the variation is too insignificant to affect the question. You may
, want to adjust thiS performance check ta tit your location.

Performance Check A:- What happens to water when its temperature re.gisterS 06C
I" and when its*temperature registers 100°C on the ttiermometer shown belay??

09

(Continued)"

t\



Remediation: ( I ) If the student cannot ,answer this question, suggest that he revievi
..page 241, where the Celsius scale is introduced. (2) You May also wish him to redo
Activities 18-6 and 18-.7, page 239, v(ith theVelsius scale helms constructed., to prowl-

,. to himself what the temperature registers on this scale at the boiling and freezing
points of water.

09
Core

Measures the telnperature of a substance in Celsius units.

The stu4nt mappulates the therinometer to find the temperature of &substance.

Regular Supplies: 1 Celsius thermometer
1 beirker
copper sulfate solution
water

Student ACtion: Reporting the temperattge of the liquid to the teacher within an
accuracy of ±1.0 scale intetvat

Teacher's Netir The correct temperature should be Lecorded at the tiThe the stu-,
dent takes the thermometer reading. This Means OW you or someone you designate
will need to be available when the student .doesthis cheekt

I

Prformance ChecICA: Get a beaker of water and measure its temperature. Report
(lie temperature to your teacher.

Remediation; ( I.) }lave the student redo the activity while you watch. Help him use
the thermometer, if necessary. If he still has difficulty manipulating it, have ,him
practice by taking different temperature readings-you .dpsignate. (2) If t he student
has difficulty reading the scale to ±1.Q scale interkl, ingest that he do or review
Excursion 6. (3) You may also refer him tb Self-Evaluatiori Check 18-3 for review.



Describes how a liquidqh.e.tmometer.4.qtics:.' 7, .."*. '

he stuil_ent -recalls that the liquid in a thermometer..expands.as tentOrattlre in-
.

.

creases and contracts as temperature decreases.
.

. . .
4.

Q .

Student Action: Responding tO the'effect that. the liquid in the thermoineter ex-
,.

pands as temperature_ increases and 'contracts as-temperaturedecreases. ...

) .

PerfOrmance Check A: Yoy have ilsed iii.therntometdr which contains a ..liqu4i in.a .

tube. Describe how it Works. * i ... ,
.,

14.

.
.. , .

Remediation: (1 ) .Suggest 'that the sp4n.t..reviewlscctivity 1.875. rheckjiis. response
to questions I 8-8,, 1 8-9and 1 8-10,-: (2) If the stvidentStill hadifficUlty undursUnd-

... ,

ing how li .thermometer works, discuss the prineiple wash him. What bappens to the
II

. liquid in the tube :when lfie. teMperature, is 110 .q.T.:, fy can try usMg Wa.rm water 10-

find out. What,happens.to tOntiqttid when th v..:NMPerature gets. Celder? iie. ciit try

. using ice Or a refrigeraidr, to Find out. .4.34' Suggest that'. the student rcvik..,w .Self-
. _ ., .,.0 ,_ -. \ A

I i. valuation Check 18-4. . ..
,

. .. .. . ..
. ...

.., r-

.

Fxplains why beating a jar lid ciiiiseslt to looSen;:-:...
The student geuerateS all explanation boed on the concepts that most s'irlistanceS

_

cxpand Ven healed and that dee'rent substance.s exixind at different rates.

. .
Student. AClibn: Responding toe the eTlect that the hot water hemted the lid, and

4.2 .

caused it fO'expand.FaSturrilian the jar, and linis to loosen.
4 4

.

. il
Performance,Check A: grs. iiickens coyldn't gel the lid/off a picatje jar. She turned

. .

the jar upsiO down anti lowv.red,fhe lid info.a. pan of hot water. Soon, she was able, .

,.
. to twist the lid ofr easily. Why did heating the lid cause it to loosen?. .

ore

.

Remediation: ( ) !lave the Student review Activity 18-3 and. TaNk 8-1 and 8-2.on

pages 23()._a nd 237. (.2) Discuss' t his activity 'with him.. What happens to most sub-

stances ivhen they'are heated? What happeyed to the jar ihdin the check? (3k1 Re-

ter the stillent to Sell-Evaluation (lieck 1 .

o
. Gkes-an operational delinakm For the change

,

in the heat content or liquid mthter..
, . .

P. 0

t C . .

student rwIls thal.,an Operational der,inition for the Change in the heat content

(energy) of licrid wat er includes-mulfiplying the masst fthe waterin graips by the
. , . , ..

-)

numbep.of. detirees.CelSius.thaf it's temperature changes. . .,

,,,
., . ,

. . ,

1
. .

.
.

'Student Aqtionf Respondipg to Ow effect that the Z-.1mnge in the heat content is ob-
_ . .

_______________.

, tained by multiplying the massof the water in grains by the number of degrees.
itelsitis that its temperature chals.

Performonce Check A: Suppose that you have .been given a sample of liquid water

e. -

.,



whiiSO,inass you know. You have taken it's temperature before and after heating it.

V goe a patigsonal definition for the change in its heat content.

Remediaiion: (I) Refer the studen't to page 254, where the operational definition
for the chanv in the heat Content .of water is stated, and to Self-Evaluation.Check
19-5, where he was questioned on the .concept. (2) Yon may wish to discuss how
this formula was' derived in Chapterlk sing Table 19-2:.and Fisure 19-1:and the-
rek..ed questions:,

Calculates the caloriis required_to c
Celsius.

temperatnre a given mimber pf degrees

5,

The student applijs the rule that the number of calories reqUired to raise the temper-t
ature oj i ma§S of water a given number of degrees Celsius is equal tofthe product of-
the mass of the water in grams times the number of degrees Celsius the temperature
of the, mass is raised.

Student Action: Reporting the product correctly in calorie§.
A: 250 calories'
B: 350 caloties
C: 1000 calories

a,

Performance Check A: Flow Many -calories arerequired..to raise 2-5 Otims f. wat4
from 20°C to 30°C in thre$1 thinutes? .

,
,

Remediation: (1) Suggest that, the student review page 254 Where the :calorio'.. is
introduced and the 'formula is stated. (2) Refer him IP Self-Evaluation Check 10-3
for review. (3) Reassesw using an alternate check,

..,

...
Relates the amount of heating to the amount of water heated a-tid to the tempera-
tore chanke.

The student applies the concept that the teniperature'of water varies inversely .wifh
the amount of water beingheated when a fixed amount of heat is supplied:in a fixed
amount Pf time.

Student Action: Selecting the response that represents the relwitionship sraded above.
A: c
B: a
C: b

Performance Check A: A 100 ,g sample of water was heated for ten minutes. The
temperature was 25°C higher after heating than before. What, wolild the tempera-

:tore change be if a 50 g sample of water were heated under the same .conditions for
ten ipinutes?

a. 12 5°(' )
t

b. A .
,

C. 50°C.
.14. 75°C 4

8

f)



tl

Rtimediation: (1) Suggesti (hat the student review Table/19-2 and Figure l9;1 in

which an inverse relationship wasshown between the amouni.of waterbeing heated .

and the' Tesulting-temperature chahge. (2)"Cheek his responses to ite.mS,19-.6, 19-9,

and 19-10. (3) If 'necessary4 discUss. this -activity with .him. As you increased the

aount of`water, what does your grapii (Figure I )shqw will-happen to the temper-
. ..

ature change? If you decrease the amount ofwater, what -does yourgraph show will

happen to the temperature change? (4) For help in calculating a .numerical answer,

fer him to pages 253 and 254; where it is stated that when a fixed amount of heat

is aided to different quantities,of water, the product of the mals and temperature

changes should be equiii. (5) ReAses's.,using ah alternate cheek.

States what a thermometer meaSiires.

The studentrecalls that a therivometer measures:temperature..
. .

'Student Action; Responc ng tehiperat Lire."
,

C.

Performance Check A: What does'.
.,-

morneter meatitoe? .

Reritediatiorr, ( ) Suggest that the eview page 252, especially the last para-

graph. (2) Check hiS;Tesponso toAuestions .19-6;1?-7, and.19-8. (3)Npu may- wish

to discuss Activity 19-3_With the student, "especially page252, where he discovered

that hi therMometer is a temperaturecneasuretAnit allot. a heat measurer.

SeleOs the standard unit used in 1SCS for measuring,heat.

The student recalls the calorie as a unit in whr he.at is measured:-

Student Action: .Selectiim "calorie."
,

A:
B:
C: d

Performance,Check A: Which- a the Spllowing is a standard unit for measuring.heat?

1 -'- a.. temPerature
b. degree

.c. palorie-
iii_.. Ctlsiiis s\ dr ..

s.....
. . \,-.... , .

. \ .

'.Remediation: (I ). Sligge0 that the stOdent review page 254,..whett the calorie was-, ....
intrbduceth. (2) .14 the stuOnt sckctd 4,..tiegree,",.(1.ahrrfiei ,j!- or "Celsius,' you,.
shouid:discuss" Wrtfi "an .the ..Wileepts .that ii therinortiepvis a ti, erature measurer,-....

a fieat ..ineAurv,r, .and.that "ilegree-C.4sius" apc1 "diVies Ithienhat" arc stand-

ard noits for Theasnring, t emPera lure,

i.

;

""N
. ! 6

.4
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Or

Listsiproperties of heat which support the heat-substance model.

The student, classifies as two observable properties of heat in agreement with the
heat-substAe model that heat can be transferred from one object to another and
that matter expands when heated and contracts when cooled.

Student Xation: ReSp_onding to the effect both that heat can be transferred From
one object i`p another and that things expand when heated and contract when
cooled. "\
Performance Check A.: olie model for heat assumes that heat is a sUbstance which
can flow between objects and whose quantity determines the -temperature. of .ob-.
jects. What are two observable proprrties or heat that -support this heat-substance
model?

Remediation: ) Refer the student to gages 254 and -255, where the model for
heat aga substance was developed. Check his response to questions 19-15 and 19-16.
(2) What did you observe atC it objects when they are heated or cookd which could
be .accoUnted for bythe ath aim), or substraction
was the first activity in whith you observed what
stake flowing between objects'? What happened t
inside the airn pistons when the pistons were place
activity. therefore, support the heat-substance mod

tferred from one substalice to anotber? (4) Refer
Check 19:7, where he was (Iftestion'ed about these two

f the llea.t substance? (3). What
could be clescribed as a heat sub-
) the temperature of the objects

into boiling water? Does this
is heat shown to be trans--

e student to Self-Evaluation
myrties.

18
4

Selects characteristics of heat compatible With the heat-suNtance model:

The student classifies the characteristics of heat that are compatible with the heat-
substance model.

Student Action: Selvd0g, the .4tries which statt: that the substance must take up
space, have niass, be made 6f tiny particles, and be able to move and no others.

b, c, f, h
B: a, c, d, h
C: a, b, C, e

Performance Check A: The diagram shows that the level of water in the test tube
was at B before the test tube was heated. in the beaker of water. After heating, the
water in the tube roSe to level A. The heat-substance model can explain this. .17rom
the following list, select the letters of the four statements which support the heat-
substance explanation of how heat gets from the burner name --i-nto the water in the
test tube. The heat substance must

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

be cOmposed of large particles.
be able to move.
take up space.
be pushed.
move as rapidly as light.

F. have mass .

g. be able to reproduce.
h. be iiiade up of. tin,y particles.



4

.. el

RemediatiOn: ( 1 ) Have the student review pages 254 and .255, where the heat:
substance.model is' built. (2) Discuss the correc-t options with the studentilf heat
is a substance, what characteristics mtist ithave (take up space, have mass)? If heat

is a substance, it should also be composed of p4ticles small ones, since they* are ?:

not visible to us. Can heat as a substance be kansferred,from.one object to another?

Therefore, can it .move2 (3) You should discuss with .,the student any incorrect

choice he has selected. bo' we have any evidence 'tha, heat moves "aS rapidly as
.. ,

light" or that heat "ean reproduce" or of a force ca .ingThat to "be pusehec?
I. c' ._.

I.

'a

14t

a.

a

Defeats-an argument that cold,,not heat, flows between object.

The student generates the -argument that"it is heat substance, not cold substance,

that flows Ifetween objects.
41.

Student Action: Responding either ( 1 ) to the effect that if it were cold that -was

transferred, the (pied containing the eokl substance would be_ ex.pected. to con-

, tract as the cold substance flowed out of it and the object got warm and the object
receiving the cold substance would expand as it-got cooler and The .coldi,substancer--.1

flowed into it or (2) to ,t he eltht that ,Ifie object containing 'the cold subslancA
would be expected to losc weight as it got warmer.

09

Performance Check A:--S-uppose.soineone said that cold objects-have cold substance ..

in them and that when a hot and a add-object are placed together, the cold sub-.
stance flows into the hot object and the cold object gels warmer, not becatise it gains

heat but because it loses cold substance. Use the activities you havedone with heat
and their results to show that it is heat, not cold, that i s transferrecY.

."`

Remediation: ( 1 ) Discpss the heat-substance model with ,the student. How can

thinking of heat as a substance .explain wh things expand when heated? (See his

answer to question 19-16.) Is more of the he t substance present in hot water than
in cold water? (2) Now have him fry to imagine a Cold substance which flowsbe-

tween objects. When n object is heated, should it lose or gain cold substance? '.

Should it contract or vand? Did the objects heated in the expernfients contract .

or expand? Therefore, doe a'COld substance flow between objects?

rt./ (I )
.

I)
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OP

Reco9izes the reactions of metal to heat and cold.

The student applies the rule that metals usually expand when heated and contract
Mien cooled.

1.

Student Action: SehetiriLthe entry which indicates that A hated Metal clrlinder
will- hc larger than-either a cooled cylinder or one at room_temperature, and .only
that,entry.

A: c
b

C: d

Performance Check A'. The aluiniMini cans labeled A, B, and Care identical. Each
has a mass of 40 grains. Assume that A is heated, 13 is cooled, and C is left at room
temperature. Which4of the following results can you expect?

a. B will weigh more than either A or C.
b. B will weigh less than either A or C.
e. A will be larger than 13.or C.
d. The size of B will not change.

Remediation: 1 17What happens to an object when it is heated? If the student can't
answer. refer him to Activity 18-3. Check Tables 18-1 and 18-2 and questions 18-6
and 18-7. (2) Does-the weight or thc size of an object change when it is heated or
cooled? If the student believes that the *weight changes, have him weigh an object
before and after it has:been heated. This concept will he reassessed in (Lhapter 20.

Selects properties which would not be desirable in a liquid to be ust.d in a thermom-
,eter.

The student applies the principle that the liquid used.in a thermometer should not
have a bi hug 01. freezing point inlithe temperature range for wh4ch he wishes to.0"-

. make his measurements..

Student Action: Selectitm "boiling temperature lower than water's- and a "freezing
temperature higher than water's."

A: a, d
c,

C: h, d (cs



Performance Check A: Which of the following characteristics make a liquid a bad H
choice fOr a thermometer used to measure the temperature .of water samples?

a. "A. boiling temperature lower than water's
J-).. A boiling temperature higher than water's
c. A freezing temperature lower than water's
d. A freezing-temperature higher than Water's
e.. NOne of the above

..14mediation: ( ) Refer the student to Excursion 40 and to Activities 40-1 and 40-2.
-in which he chose the liquid he would'use in building a thermometer. Ask him why'
he chose the liquid he did. (2)'Check his responses to questions 40-1;40-2, and 40-3,

_

and discuss these,answers with him.

Compares degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit.

The student applies the principle that there are more- unit intervals between the
framing and the boiling tnperatures of water on the Fahrenheit scale than on the
Celsius scale.

Student Action: Rqponding to the effect ( I ) that there are more unit intervals be-
tween the freezing. and the boiling temperatures of water on the.Fahrenheit scale
than on the Celsius scale and (2) that a drop of any given number of degrees on the
Celsius scale is greater than a drop of the same number of degrees on the Fahrenheit
scale.

Performance Check A: you hear the TV weather girl say that the temperature will
drop I 0°Ionight, does it make any difference whether she means a. temperature drop
of 10° Celsius or a temperature drop of 10° Fahrenheit'? Explain your iMswer,
using information from the diagram below.

Water
21 2° boils

200
190
1 80

1 70

'160
1 50

140
130
1 20

0.) 110
100
90
80
70

60
50
4 0

1

1.

32? Water
freezes

11,

09
Exc

41
1

4111.100°

90 fi

80

70.

60

50

40

-t
20

10
0

00

3
I
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.Remediation: (1) Suggest that the student review Excursion. 41, in which the tem-.
peratu.re readings on -.the Fahrenheit andiCelsius scales are compared. (2) Check /
his reSponses to questions 41-1, 41,-2s, and 41-3 and diseuss.the two scales with him
if necessary.

Ex
42
1

Defines calorie in terms of water.

The student secalls the definition that a calorie is the amOunt /of heat it takes to
raise the teMperature ot' 1 gram of water I° Celsiiis.

Student Actio : ResEacii, that a calorie is the amount of heat it takesto raise
the teMperature of 1 gram of water I° Celsius.

Performance Check A: Calories are defined using water as a standard. Define
calorie in terms of water.

Remediation; Reeer the student to page 515 of Excursion 42 where calorie is.

defined.

9
Exc
43
1

('oMpareS the calories the body needs in cold weather to those it needs in Warm
weather.

The student app)ies the principle that the body needs to supply more calories to
maintain .normal- body temperature when the temperature of the environment is.
lower.

Student Action: Rwonding to the afect that the body needs to supply more calo-
.ries in winter or in cold climates to maintain normal body temperature.

Performance Check A: Suppose you go swimming with the Polar Bear Club in
winter, and you go swimming at the beach in the summer. In which case does your
body need to supply more calories? Explain your answer.

Remediation: (1) Suggest that the student review Excursion 43, especially the
. discussion on page 519, (2) If necessary, discus this principle with him.

9
Exc
44

Relates specific heat to temperature change.

The student classifies the sybstance having the lowost specific heat as undergoing
the greatest temperature change.

Student Action: Selecting the hibstance with the lowcsispecific heat.
A:cj
B: b
C: a



Performance Check A: In.eacII of the following cases, 700 calories-were supplied to
1000 g of the substance 'named. Which of them would show the greatest iempera-
ture change'?

a.. Hydrogen, whose specific heat is 3.41
b. Helium, whose specific heat is 1.24
c. Water, whose spe'cific heat is 1.00
d. Sulfur, whose specificleat iS 0'.175

Remediation: (1) Refer the; student to .Excursion 44, where he investigated speci-
fic heat. (2) Have him compare the temperature change of each substance in Table
44-1 with the specific heat of each substance in Table 44-2. Does the substance
which undergoes tile greatest temperature change have the, highest or the lowest
specific heat? .(3). You 'May alsO. wish to refer him to the formula on page 526.

C j

V.
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Chapters 20 and 21

Excursions45 thru 48

Performance Check

Summary Table

Objective Number .

_ .

Objective Description .
.

,

1Q-Core-1 Showsethe direction of heat flow across materials of different temperatures

10-Core-2
.

...
Predicts the final temperature when materials of different temperature touch eich othei

10-Core-3 Sejects the state of a substance that is the poorest conductor of heat

10-Core-4
,

Selects the material state that is the best conductor of heat
.

10-Core-5 Proposes ways to check for an increase in mass in a heOted substance

10-Core-6
Ir

Predicts the effect of heating on the mass of an object

10-Core-7 Recognizes when a scientific model is suitable
.

10-Core-8

,

,
Recognizes the Source of scientific models

/, .

10-Core-9 Selects the properties of models that apply to the heat-as-energy model
1

10-Core-10 Recognizes what accepting the heat-as-energy model means -------..

10-Core-11 Selects the better of two models on the basis of the data they explain

10-Core-12 Uses the heat-substance model to explain why substances expand when heated
. .

10-Core-13

la

!

Uses the heat-as-energy model to explain the expansion of heated substances

40-Core,-14
..

Uses the heat-as-energy model to explain the heating of rubbed surfaces
.

,

10-Core-15 Ranks the three states of matter according to their relative amounts of internal energi/
.. ,

, 4.

10-Core-16'
..

Explains how a little hot water can contain less heat than a lot of cool water
..

'1a-Core-17 Uses the heat-as-eoergy model to explain how a thermometer works

10-Core-18 Ex.plains the loss in usable output energy of a machine as its t6mperature.increases
- _i
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Objective Number Objective Description

10-Core-19 Uses the heat-as-energy model to explain the difference in input and useful output energl

10-Exc 45-1 Compares.the volume per unit of mass of warm air to that of cool air

10-Exc 46-1 Selects a reason for discarding a scientific model

10-Exc 47-1'

10-Exc 47-2

Describes temperature changes shown ono graph

Selects the graph which,best repiresents a cooling curve

10-Exc 48-1

01-Core-14 thru 17R

Relates the energy conversion of stored energy to the afnount of output energy

(Arithmetic skills)

erN

01-Core-18 thru 22R (Student's retponsibilities)

03-Core-24R Remembers the cause of the heating of sliding surfaces

04-Core-20R Defines mass
r

05-Coie-12R Names the force which reduces useful output energy

05-Core-1/2R Recognizes the characteristics of energy

06-Corel 9 R Selects characteristics of energy

07-Core-4R . Selects a characteristic of a sciehtific model

09-Core-17R Lists properties of heat which support the heat-substance'moael

09-Core-18 R ,Selects characteristics of heat compatible with the heat-substance model
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10
Cor
1'

Shows the directiOn of heat flow 'across materials of different teMperatures.

The student applies the rule that heat flowsfrorn hot to'cold objects.

Student Action: Indicating that heaCflows from the containers' of relatively high
temperature into adjacent containers of lower temperature.

A:b.
B: a .

C: d

Peilorrnance Check A: Assume that' four containers of water, A, B, C, and D, are
4-)lacedln contact with each other as shown. Select the response below which indi-
wtes the directions-of heat flow that occur as the containers touch each other. Ig-

,nore the heat lost to the air.

a. B to A, B to C., and D to C
b. to B, C to B, and C top
c. A to B, B to C, and C to D
d. B to A, C to 13;arrd D to C

Remedjation:,(1) Refer the student to the last paragraph an page 260. (2) When
/ your hand touches a hot object, which gets hotter,.your hand or 'the object? (3)

When you hoki a cold drink in your warm hand, which gets warmer, the glass or your .

hand'? Which^gets cooler?

Predicts the final temperature when materials of differentlemperature touch each
other.

Thr student applies the rules that heat flowS from hot to cold material until equi-
Ii brium is reached .1'11(11 hat t he ecluilibrium teniPerii-ture of equal vo.luIlles of water at ,

different temPeratureS mniy ,be calculated py adding the water temperatures of all
aradividing by the number of volumis.

.

StudentAction:, SOecting t hç response that includes the Afquifibrium temperature.
l`b

B; 'd

C:

1NJ 9



..t

Performance Clteck A: The four container, A,-B, C; and D, each hold the same
amount of water. They Are phiced in contW with qach other inside a box which
allows no heat to esoape 'or entler. Approximately what will be the temperatUre of
the water in container B after one hour?

a. Between 60°C and 70°C
b. Between 55°C and 60°C

. c. More than 70°C
d. Less the 55°C

Remediation: (1 ) Refer the student V) the bottom paragraph of page 260, and dis-
cuss the item with him. Will the 100°C container rmain at that temper5ture? Will
the 40°C container remain at 40°C? How much will the temperature drop in the
100°C cOntainer and rise in the 40°C one? What determinesthe amount of change?

, (2) Refer the student to Excursion 13, page 357, on averaging temperaturesif neees:
sary, I.

t"

Selects the state of a substimce that is the poorest conductor of heat.

The student recalls.that the gaseous state for a given substance_is the poorest con.7.
ductor of heat,

Student Action: Selectin& "gas."
A: a
B:
C: b

Performance Check A: A new subStance is formed that.exis,ts as a gas, a liquid, and
a solid, *pending on its temperature. In which state of matter would you expect it
to be the poorest conductor of heat?

a. tas
b. Liquid
c. Solid
d. Either b or c
e. Texas

4

Remediation: ,(1) aefer the student to Actiyities 20-5 and 20-6 on page 261. (2)
Check his respom to questions 2P-10; 20-11, 20-12, and 20-13, (3) If necessary,
discuss thew activities with him. (4) Suggest that he check hiss responses to Self-
Evaluation Check 20-3.

,



4P.

SeAects the material slate that is the best conductor of heat:

re

ofth

v

The student applies the coneeprthat, in general, metallic solids are better conductors
of heat. t han the liquid or gaseous states of ofher materials.

Student Action: Selecting the beaker which contains the solid material and stating
the essence of the concept above:

A, B, and C: A

Performance Check A: Jerry Ilt burnersiunder the three beakers (A, B, and C) at the
same tilre. He also put thermometep into the beakers at equal distances from the
heat source, as.shown. .

In' which of the beakers will .the thermometer begin to sjI)ow changes in
. , ,

temperature first? ..
1 Why?

Beaker,A

Solid copper powder

Beaker B

Thermometer f

Liquid water

Beaker C

Thermometer U hermometer

Remediaiion: 'See the Remediat ion for I 0-Core-3.

Air

Proposes ways to check for an increase in massin a heated substance'.

The student generates a suggestion for an alternative to Activities 20-7 and 20-8 for
detecting a possible increase in the mass of a heated material.

Student Action: Stating as an alternative to the effect (I) thdt a more sensitive bal-
ance be used or (2) that a larger mais be heated so that more of the postulated heat
substance would be available, making it possible to detect an jncrease in mass rpore
easily. An 'alternat ife of equal validity should also be accepted.

Performance Check A: A couple of students suggested to their teacher that Activi-
ties 20-7 and 20-8 did not provide good enough reasons to reject the heat-substance
model. They said that the balance they used was too crutle to detect ally sligh1
changes,in the .mass of the water. What change could you make in the activities
which would make it .possible to detect small changes in mass?

IP

4
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Remediationk (1) Have the 4pdent review Activities 20-7 and 20-8.. (2) Ask him
about an alternate wily to defect a possible increase in mass. What piece of equip-
ment could he use? If an increase ita mass did occur, would the heating of a larger
mass result in a gteater increase in mass after heating? Would this be easier to test
for? Whietfchange in the experimental procedure would he suggest?

Predicts the effect of heating on the mass of an object.

The student applies. t he rule that heating does not change the mass of an object in a
situation involving e.qual-masses suspended from an equal-arm balance.

Student Action: Selecting the response which indicates that the position of the arm
lodoes not change as A result of heating the mass.

07v, d

B:
C:

Perfourance Check A: Two 1/2 kg masses are, exactly balanced on the pegboard hal-
ance as shown. Suppose the left-hand mass.is heated until it gets red hot. The right-
hand mass would

a. move down.
b. move up slightly.
c. move way up.
d. not move at all.

Remediation: ) Refer the student to ActiVities 20-7 and. 20-8 and check his re-
sponses to questions 2Olô through 20-19. If necessary, discuss Ins results. (2) Sug-
gest that he review Self-Evaluation Check 20-2.

10
ore6

4.

1



10
Core

Recognizes when a scientific model is suitable.

The student applies the concept that a model is suitable to a specific situation if it
explains the.obser-vations and can be used for the purpose intended.

Student Action: ResponAing negatively and stating the essence of the concept as his
reason.

Performance Check A: In the following story, assume that both doctors' facts are
correct'. Dr. Bright is an eye doctor who writes prescriptions for glasses. The model

uges assumes that light travels in straightlines except when it goes from one sub-
"stance to another; then, it bends. Dr...Hoberman, a physicist, uses a model which

says that light is like a wave and does not travel in straight lines.
Dr. HoberMan say§ to Dr. Bright, "Your'model and equations arerct used by scien-

tists anymore. The model does not fit all the 'observations made, and it does not
suggest further experiments."

Dr. Bright answers, "The model I' use explains all the observations included in the
optics of lens making. Furthermore, the arithmetic involved.is fairly simple and

,quiek. If I used the equations.of your wave theory, my patients would be blind be-
fore I got tlicir glasses ready."

I. Should Dr. Bright stop using the older model and use the newer, broader
model which explains more phenomena of light?
2. Why did you give the answer you did?

Remediation: ( I ) Ask the student what makeS a good model. Does the first doctor's
model explain his observations? Can it be used for the purpose intended'? Therefore,
should the doctor continue to use his moder?

10
Core
8

Recognizes the source of scientific models.

The student recalls tliat scientific' models are minital creations.

Student Action: Selecting the phrase which reflects the notion of mental creation.
A: d
B: h
C: c

Performance.Check A: Select the best answer. Scientific models come into exist-
ence, by being .

a. discovered in test tubes.
b. found in uature by direct observation.
c, produced as part of the dataof an experiment.
d. thought upby people.

Remediation: Ask the student what a scientific mile! i Are they discovered?
Must they be seen? (Can you see electroparticles?) How, then, do they come into
existence?



Selects-the propeities of models that apply to the heat-as-energy model.

The student applies to the heat-as-energy model the concept that scientific models
are best described as useful explanations and as the bases for predictions.

Student Action: lelectLii the phrase to the effect of the concept above.
A: c

B: b
C: d

Performance Check A: Select the letter of the phrase below which best completes
this sentence. Scientists use the heat-as-energy model because it

a, provides correct answers to all questions about heat.
b. describes what heat actually is in nature and is therefore correct

. c. helps to explain observations and to predict other observations.
, d. is the only true model for heat, and scientists found it.

Remediation: (1) lefer the student to Chapter 14, where the characteristics Of a

good model are stated, and to Self-Evaluation Check 14-2. (2) If necessary, discuss
the other optiong with him.

1

ore

Recognizes what accepting the heat-as-energy model Means.

. The student applies the concept that scientific acceptance of a model implies that
4 it explains observations made to date, but does not imply that scientists feel either

that this model is an exact representation of reality or that no other model would
suffice.

Student Action: Selecting the interpretation involving explanation of observations,
5ut not those implying that the model is absolute.

A: c
B:
C. cf

Performance Check A: Scientists accept the heat-as-energy model for heat. This

means that
a. they have direct proof that heat is energy,
b. at least a few scientists have seen heat as energy with their own eyes.
c. thinking about heat as though it is energy explains most of the Observa-

tions Made to date.
d. heat has the exact properties of a 'wave.
e. no other model could fit the observations made to date.

Remediation: See the Remediation for 10-Cdre-9.

Selects the better of two models on the basis of the data they explain.

The student applies the rule that the better of two dels is the one-which explains

more related phenomena.

4.



Student:Action: Selecting the heat-as-energy model and satia the effect of there rule above.

Performance Check A: Heat-as-energy and heat-substance are two models used to
explain heat. Study the chart below, and then answer the two questions that follow.

SITUATION

CAN BE EXPLAINED BY

Heat-as-Energy Heat-Substance

Water doesn't increase weight
when heated.

.
X

_.

Water increases volume when
heated. . N

A metal rod gets longer when
heated.

.

X

. . ,

X .

Spaghetti tastes better when
hot than when cold.

_.

.

.

I. Based on the infortnation in the chart, which is the better model?
2: Give a reason for your answer.

0

fiemediation: Which mOdel explains more situations which can be obsejyr4 Which,
then, is the better model?

C re
12

Uses,the heat-substance model to explain why substances expand when heated.
a'

The student applies the notion of the heat-sObstance model that heat substance itself
takes up space and forces the particles of matter in the material being heated farther
apart, thereby increasing the voltime of the material.

Student Action: Stating the essence of the notion that the intrusion of the heat .

substance causes expansion.

Performance Check A: Arnold heated 60 ml of a liquid for five minutes.. After heat-
ing it, he'remeasured the liquid and found that it had a volume of 62 ml. LoOk at
the diagrani below: Using the heat-substance model, (eXplain the 2 ml increase .in
volume.

Diagram A D. am

62 ml



Remidiation: (1 ) Refer the student to Figure 20-1, page 260. Rave him describe
this figure t9 you' (2) Check his resp9nses to questions 20-4, 20-5, 20-6, and 20-7.
(3) You may also wish to refer him touSelfEvaluation Check 20-4.

Uses the beat-as-energy model to explain the expansion of heated substances.

The student applies the notion of the heat-es-energy modA .that objects increase in.
yolume when they are heated because the' heat supplied to the particles of matter
causes the particles to vibrate faster, thereby moving farther apart and consequently
occupying more space.

tudent Action: Stating the essence of the notion of the effects of increased particle
vibration causing.expansion.

Performance Check A: Ralph heated 40 ml of a liquid to 20°C. After it was heated,
he remeasured the liquid and Sound that irhad a volume of 45 oil. Using the heat-
as-energy model, explain how the liquid could increase in volume:.

Diagram A Diagram B

45 mi

Remediation: (1) Refer the student to Figures 21-1, 21-2, 21:3, and 21-4 on_pages-

268 and 2,69. Have him explain those figures to you an terMs of the heat-as-energy
model. (2) Check his responses to questions 21-2 and 21-3. (3) You may Wish:to
refer the student. to Self-Evaluation Check 21-3.

Uses the heat-as-energy model to"explain tohe heating of rubbed sUrfaces.

The student applies the heat-as-energy model to a situation in which heating results

from rubbing objects together.

Student Action: Predicting that the objects will continue to heat up as long as they

are rubbed together and stating that rubbing causes the particles in the objects to
vibrate faskter and that the faster vibrations will continue at long as the rubbing con-

tinues:

10
ore



I Performance Check A: Touch two patin size, pieces of paper. Rub *them together
rapidly between your hands, noting any change that occurs.

L If you keep rubbing them together, how long will they continue to pro-
duce the effect you observed?
2. Explain your answer in terms of t*he heat-as-energy.model.0

. .

. Remediation: (1) Have the student reView the heat-as-energy model, especially the
last paragraph on page 271: and check his respbnses to questions '21-11 and 21-13.-
(2) If necessary, discuss the model with him: What.does rubbing cause the tiarticles

. to do? For how long?

to

z.-

Ranks the three states of matter according to thek relative aniounts of internal
energy. .

The student applies the concept that for a given substance, thelaSeous state has
more energy itiViThe liquid stateanol the liquid state has more energy,than the solid
state.

Student Action: Indicating the relative energy levels of the three 'states of matt2r by
piaci% on the scnle an S nearest low energy, a G nearest high energy, and an L be-
tween The S and the G. °

Performance Check'A:- Suppose that the energy within a`substana called gunk
ould be measured and that the sastance could exist as a 'solid,'a liquid, of a gaS,
depending on the amount of energy it Contained. Draw a line like the one shown
below on your answer sheet to represent different amounts of energy. Mark the
place on this line where you wouki expeet to find each state of the gunk, uSing S for
solid, L for liquid, and G for gas.

Low energy High energy

Remediation: (1) Have the student review Table 18-1. (2) Find out if he under-
stands that increasing the' amount of energy causes materials.to expand. (3) Find
out if he understands that increaSing the amount of energy causes the liquid in .a,
thermometer to rise and that decreasing the amount of epergy Causes it to fall: When
he understands those notions, have him put a theymometer 'info ice wa,ter, liquid
water, and boiling water. Then, have him redo the Performance Check.

10
Explains how a little hot water can contain itss heat than a ltpf cool 4er.

h e. student generates 'an explanation using the heat-as-energy model for why there
is pore heat in a large quantity of cool water Quin there is in a small quantity of hot .

water.,



Student Action: Respondingt. to the effect that the amount of heat stored is the

'total amount of part.icle vibration 'and th3t in the large quantity of ool water so
many particles vibrate that although .they are vibrating more slowly th n those in
the %mall amount of hot .water, the total amount of vibration --and th refore of
heat. is greater.

Perfohnance Check A: Use the heat-as-energy model to explain, why it 'is .true that
there is more heat in 2,000 mrof water at 30°C than in 50 ml of water at 90°C.

Remediation: D. cuss the check with the student. In which.quantity of water are
the particles v ating more slowly and in which are theY vibrating faster? "In which

quantity of water are there many more vibrating. particles? Do the faster vibrating
particles in tke_small quantity of water produce more- heat than the many slower
vibrating particles ii the larger volume of water?

. ,

Uses the heat-as-energy model to explain how a thermotheter woks.

The student applies the heat-as-energy Model to explain the rising and falling of the

liquid in a thermometer.

Student Action: Responding to the effect that when a thermometer is. placed in hot

matprials, energy is absorbed causing the liquid particles of the thermometer to move
faster and therefore farther apart, increasing the volume of the liquid, and when a
thermometer is placed in gold materials, the particles in .the thermometer liquid give

up energy and vibrate less, becoming closer together and therefore occ,upying less

space and reducing the volume of the

Performance Check A: Using the heal-as-energy model, explain how.a thermometer

works to measure hot and cold materials.

Remediation: Refer the Vtident to Figure 2 q6 and have him describe to ybu what
is happening there. Che& his response to .question 21-7. Have him review the top

paragraph on page 271.

10
ore

17

Explains the loss in usable output energy of a machine as its temperature increases.

The student generates an explanation for why the usable output energy of a machine
which receivCs a constant amount of input energy is decreased 'as its temperature

ihcreases.

Student Action: Responding to the effect that the increase in temperature causes
the .decrease in usable output energy because the machine converts more input ener-

gy into heat energy and less into output energy as the temperature of the machine
increases.

Performance Check A: Look at the graph below. The amount of input energy sup-

plied to the mathine is a constant 100 units, represented by the dotted line on thc

1

ore
18



graph._ The solid line on the graph represents the output energy plotted against thd
temperature change. Ex Plain what happens to the input energy as the amount of
usable output energy decreases. " Input energy100

80

60

>-
0 40
Cc

20

von ammo Imo m amp am.

25 50 75 100
, TEMPERATURE CiP THE MACHINE

Remediation: (1.) Refer the.student to Figure. 21-8 and discuss it with him. What
accounts for the difference in input and output energy? (2) Therefore, what hap-
pens to some of ihe input enesgy in the Performance Check situation 'as the usable
output energy decreases? Is it lost?

Output energy

'Uses the heat-As-energy model to explain the difference in input and useful output
energy.

The student applies the concept that the difference between input and useful output
energy is .energy that has been converted °by friction into heat energy, ccr particle vi-
brations; in ?ding, surfaces.

Student Action: Stating in effect that the missing energy is conve,d by friction
into heat energy, oi:-`particle vibrations, in sliding surfaces. (Ignore inertia.)

1461,-. Cart

Force measurer
blade

Pullery

Force measurer

Performance Check A: In Activity 10-12, diagramed above, you' converted the po-
tential 'energy of the blade into the motion energy' of the cart. You found that the
kinetic energy of the cart-vas' less than the potential energy of the blade. Use your
heat-as,energy model to-dxflain what appearp to be a loss of usable energy.

00.IN

Sinker

6



Remediation: See the Reme iat n for 10-Core-18. ft

Compares the volurrie per unit of mass Of warm air to that of cool air,

The student applies .the principle that warm fair has..more volume per unit of mass
than a corresponding mass of cool air..

Student Action: Responding, that he will be warmer in e top bunk and with the
principle that the warm air has iiptore volume per unit of' ass And will rise- where-

,

8 the cooler airwi1l sink.-

Performance Check A:. During the winter, 1ggy visits a friend in the North wholas-.---
bunk beds in his bedroom. rggy is offered the upper bunk. The heating vqn't throdgh
:which the bedroom is heated is on the wall near the floor: Will Iggy be warmer than,
just as warm as,'or cooler than his, ffiend who is sleeping in the bottom bunk? Ex;
plain your.answer.

Remediation: (1) Refer the student to ExCursion 45; Activity:45I3. ,DiscuSs the.
results of this activity with hint (2). Suggest that b.e review. pages 533 and 534 for
the concluding discussion in the excursion and check his response tO queAtion 45-.14.

1

.

Selects a reason for discarding, a Scientific model.

The student applies the principle that scientifiCniodels are discarded when new, well-
tested observations are made that do not fit the model, that is, when the mollification
of the model begins to cause internal contridictions.

Student Action: Select ret the qption whichsagrees with the statement above..
A: c
B: b.
C: a

Performance Check A: model is 4isca1:ded when

.a. the developer of- the odel dies.
b. model which is less broad, but easier to understand, is developed.

et C. new observa ons produce cOntradictionS within the model:
d. a more comp1btUe, mathematically-based model is developed.

Remediation: ( I ) Suggest that the student review Excursion 46, especially the

. historical section; pages 538 through 540, which describes how a model is disimraed

if you can't eXplain new observations with it. .

46
1

41.

Descri.bes temperature changes shoWn on a graph. ,

The student applies the concepts that during cooling a cur* has negative slope or

that (Wiling heating a curVe has a positive s:lope andlhat during a phase change the
temperature does not cliange.

1p 7
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Student Action.: Responding to the effect that &ming cdo1igth e curye
Ward to the right, that dunn i heating the curve sloPes upward tei the right, and that
When, changing from One form to another the'curve Shows no change in teMperatUre.

Performance Cheek A: -Consider the . eooling eurye forosulfur shown in the graph
below. Describe the procesSes that are taking place ih sections A, B; and C.,.

500
.

SULFUR

.

TIME (minutes)

e

c

Rernediation: (1,).Refer the student to Excursion 47. Check his graph for the heat.-
ing curve in Figure 47-1 .and also his responses to questions 47-1., 47-2, and 47-3,
(2) If necessary, discuss in which, direction heating and cooling) curves slope. Also;
ask him what happens-tin the section where the tempeziture 'remains unchanged.

Selects the graph which best represents a cooling curve.

131
The student applies the principles that cOoling curves have a negative slofie and that
during a phake change there is no chahge in the temperature of a pure substance.

Student &ton? Seiectins the turve which -agrees with the principles governing a
cooling situation.

A: c
, .

B: b
C: a

,
Performance Check A: Which of the following time7temperature graphs, best de,
scribes the cooling behavior of water when it changes to ice?

Diagrann a
0

. La
cc3 80

TIME (minutes)

Al-

Diagram b

TIME (minutes)

. Diagram c

. <

'2'fr.
11.1

0.

UJ. 0

w

I
crl

D

i.:3
0

TIME (minutes),

.c.

a
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Remediation:* (j ) Discuss the check in question.- In which direction does a cooling'

curve slope? Should the graphyshow level places? Why? (2) you may also wish to
11. refer the student to Figure 47-1, which shows the opposite slope for a heating curve.

Note that the terni; slope is.not used in the checks because it has not been introduce/
4forrpally within the ISCS Leval materials. 4

t,

"Relales the energy conversion of stored energy to the amount. pf output energy.
"f.

The student opplies the ruies thtat energy conversion always involves a loss of.usahls(

energy,. that ihe tatalarnount.of energy is npvth-altered,.. and that some of the inpiP
.energy s_donverted to heat energy.

.. ,
Student Action:. IsEmAlin . that the apparently lost' has been converted

. ,
into heat energy. .

.
, .

Performance Check A: Wate is held in place behindfa dam. It has potential energy.

When the dam is opened, water spills out. The water now has Kinetic energy.(motion

energy). As the water falls, it turns a large wheel, or turbine. Theturbine generates
Oelectrisity to produCe power for the nearby citk Has all of the footential energy that

was.stored in the water ehind thef'dam been.:,7nverted to electric4 energy? If not,

where did the lost energy o or where did the eained energyncome from?

Remediation: (1) Sugges1 that the student review the conclusions he mitcte in Ex-:'

cursion 48, pages 551 and 552. Check his responses tO quistions 48-9 thMugh 48-12'

nd, if necessary, discess the, Law of Conservation of Energy With him.

411
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